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WALKIN' AND SITTIN'
could be the theme song of
these particular Negroes of
Memphis as they staged an
impressive Protest - March -

was extende by memclub during
:t the home
lonzo Hicks
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Put Money Into A Cash
Reaister That Your Hands
Can't Ring!" Canter pia
shows the police escort given

the marchers. More than 10
police cars wore on the scian•
for the march that lasted a
hour. beginning from Atlanta

Life Insurance company on
Beale. Photo extreme right
shows sit - in activity at
Pantase drug More at Main

and Beale. The lunch counter promptly closed down.
This was the ii•cond such
sit-in on Thursday at this

part, of
counter. Both
times the counter was at:Mid
by store officials. (Withers
and Stanbury photos)
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Sit
In barrage on the city
ISO marchers down Main it.
last week. Upper left shows last Friday in a protest of
the president of the Memphis segregation throughout the
Bench NAACP, Jesse H. city of Memphis. His sign:
Turnsr, leading the line of "Don't Buy Here! Don't
—
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Willis Ready
To Serve On
Transit Board

MEMPHIS, TENN., SATURDAY, JUNE 17, 1961

Memphis 'Shook Up' By
Marchers And Sitins

Price 15c

Entered Fishing Contest

But Kids Kicked Out Of
Derby Because Of Race

,
Atty. A. W. Willis, jr., civic
leader, said he is "ready"
if
and when he should win the
nomination to the Metropoli-.
tan
Transit Aul'. . -,t v
nr!
impressive
course, the
nomination de.
pends on a big
"if." That if

Negroes Make Sit Inners
Meet Trouble
Protest March In One Store

A father of two youngsters for white children only." Lane
complained to the 'Fri-State De- said, he replied: "My children
fender last 'Saturday about his have entry cards from the Corn.
children being disqualified to mercial Appeal just like t h e
participate in the "Mid-South white children."
Junior Fishing Rodeo'', simply He continued: "I think that
because they are Negroes." the Commercial Appeal should
The fishing rodeo is sponsored screen the entries if they
By SURLEIGH HINES, JR. By BURLEIGH HINES, JR.
athe
f,
by the Commercial Appeal don't want Negro children par"They ought to take them
newspaper at Riverside Lake. ticipating in the rodeo. Yet NeNegro high school and colpointrnent
ii
one by one a n d lege students, wasting
The father, Joseph W. Lane, groes' parents buy the Comme:
Transit
little
beat hell out of 'em."
of 1521 Birdsong at.. in El- mercial Appeal just like t h e
Edmun..
her
time
in
putting
away
final
"You n.
. ought to be glad
liston Heights, told the Tri- white parents whose children
Orgill to t h e
school
marks,
converged on
with all the things the white
State Defender that he took enter the rodeo. I embarrassed
Light, Gas and
my son and daughter. Their
man has done for you."
Main st. for that favorite of all
his daughter. Sandra, 10,
Water ComThese were but two of sev- summer pasttimes, sitting-in.
sixth grader and his son, Her- feelings were badly hurt. It
mission.
W.
eral ludicrous comments heard
,chal R. Lane, 9, a fifth grader, was very difficult for me to exWillis re-k"
WILLIS
last Friday as Negroes, 1 5 0 Last Thursday and Friday
to the fishing rodeo last Satur- plain the bad situation."
portedly h a s
The rodeo was held June 9morning after they had restrong, staged a protest march sit-inners, including some adults
the backing of a majortty of the down Main st. Memphis. The in their number, shut-down
ceived entry forms from t h e 10-11.
Several
commissioners.
city_
Negro "show of strength" lash- nearly all Main at. eating
Appeal
which
Commercial
city leaders have said they ed out at segregation "in
T. J. Johnson of 1022 Woodshould have entitled them to
all places that held to segregated
on
be
should
thought a Negro
forms" in the city, and more
participated with other chillawn st., was reported in sebecause
facilities.
committee
the Transit
specifically, segregated eating
rious condition in a Virginia
ii,versioe ,aret
He said his dren.
HOW DC YOU TELL your
Negroes make up more than places on Main st.
Only in Lowenstein did t h e
Lane said he w a a told by
kid
that
he
can't
compete
children.
Sandra,
hospital where he underwent
10 (left)
rider*.
bus
the
80 per cent of
The first statement was spok- sit-misers report that they ran
Henry
Reynolds,
outdoors
ediin a so-called free society and Herschel, 9, had received
an operation while en route to
Attorney Willis told the Tri- en by a little, shabbily dressed into trouble.
David Moore, because he's a Negro? Joseph entry blanks from the Com- tor of the newspaper: "I'm sorState Defender:
white man to another wag. The Youth Council NAACP prexy
ry. but this fishing rodeo is
Word was received here that Washington, D. C.. to visit his
W. Lane, jr., of 1521 Birdmercial Appeal, sponsor of
a former Menphian, Rev. wife, who became ill while
"On the broad aspect, we are second, by a evidently flustered and leader of Thursday's wave
song at., attempts to tell his the event, but was told by
living in a city with a popula- white woman to a Negro pho- of sit-inners, told the Defender
George W. Washington of Jack- visiting. lie is the father of
youngsters why they were an editor of the paper: "I'm
tion of more than one-third Ne- tographer.
sonville, Fla., died suddenly Mrs. Aretta Polk, who until rethis story:
not allowed to participate sorry, but this fishing rodeo
after returning from a General
roes whose continued absence It was, indeed, a stirring
cently, was a Tri-State Defend"Another student and myself in the Mid-South Junior Ix for whit* children only."
Conference of the CME church,
representatives in city gov- sight., these Negroes, marching
went to Lowenstein. We head- Fishing Rodeo last week at (Withers plc)
er circulation manager.
held in Atlanta, Ga.
ernment is becoming conspic- single qt., headed by Memphis
ed for the men's rest room. A
Funeral services for him
uous.
According to report, Johnson
NAACP Prexy Jesse H. Tur- man, apparently a store official,
were conducted last Saturday became seriously ill after he
ner, They were orderly, wait- told us to 'use the other side,
MUST EMERGE
•
at
the
Central
Metropolitan
ing patiently on each traffic this side is for whites.' We
was denied the use of a service
went
"We cannot expect equal job
CME church in Jacksonville.
light, as they marched North
station restroom. He was rushopportunities
until
Negroes down Main to Adams on the east
Delivering
the
eulogy
was
Judge Washington Hamilton,
start to emerge on policy makMemorial hospital
side of the street, and then ENTERED REST ROOM
78. who was convicted of slay- Bishop E. T. Murchinson of the ed to Burril
ing levels in government. To
in Roanoke, Va.. where he
West
again
to
Beale
on
the
back
Moore said after he and his
ing Dr. Joseph E. Walker, on Florida conference.
Well known throughout the underwent surgery immediatedemonstrate what Negroes can side.
friend had entered the rest
July 28. 1958, was buried in
CME conference. Rev. Washcontribute to local progress, WAS A HOT DAY
room reserved for whites, somemother who One of Mrs. Prefre's daugh- Holly Springs, Miss., on Satur- ington was the pastor of a Tal- ly. Mrs. Polk left by plane to
-old
30-year
A
first we must erase the image It was awfully hot but the one locked the door and would
funeral
down by three ters Jeffrett Ann, 9 was re- day (June 3), following
go to Roanoke.
of racial inferiority now pre- Marchers, made up mainly of not let them out. A white man was mowed
rites in the Brittenum funeral lahassee church. He had held
from a pistol being held ported, "playing on the lawn
shots
a pastorate at the Metropolitan
Mrs. Johnson became Ill
students and insurance writers. was locked m, also.
vailing.
home
there.
More
than
100
atby a man, was buried in Mt. at the time."
didn't seem to notice. Neither
tended the funeral. He was church in Jacksonville about while she was visiting her
Voices on the outside, said Carmel Annex, last Saturday
"Since I have been here (in
11
years.
He
had
also
served
Another
daughter,
Betty buried in a family plot there.
did the hundreds of whites who
daughter and son-in-law. Mr.
Moore, threatened to throw morning. Funeral service for Jean Shannon. 13, was babyMemphis) I've been engaged in
came out of stores and shows
Hamilton is reported to have as a presiding elder as well as and Mrs. James Smith of Wash• struggle for human dignity
some sort of bomb into the rest Mrs. Leola Prefre of 620-F sitting at the time.
to see the march. Scores of
died May 31 in the Central
(See RITES Page 2)
ington, D. C.
to the end that democracy will
room. The white man locked in- Mississippi blvd., was conductpolicemen drove lazily, escortMrs. Mary Wicks, and h e r State hospital for the Criminside became nervous.
become a living reality right like, with the
night
by
last
Friday
Rev.
B.
ed
marchers aldaughter, Lonnetta Williams, ally Insane in Nashville, where
here in Memphis. If I am ap- though
The voices outside threat- L. Rodgers at Southern Funer- 11, of 821 Mississippi said they he had been confined since bethere were no incidents.
pointed to the job, it will not The Negroes had met earlier ened with the bomb again. The al home.
saw the incident while stand- ing convicted of Dr. Walker's
effect my aims, views and goals at 10 a.m. in Atlanta Life In- white man inside began shoutMrs. Prefre was fatally in- ing on a front porch at their death, which occurred in his
in this struggle for human dig- surance company to
group and ing: "I'm not one of the colored jured by the three pistol shots home. Thomas Spence of 617 second-floor office of the multinity and equality.
hear leaders before the March. boys!! Let me out! My car is as she ran from her apartment Mississippi, said "I saw it. I million-dollar Universal Life
"But rather, it will afford any The Underwriters Association on a meter. Let me out!"
out on the lawn in t h e Foote- was trimming the hedge in front Insurance company, 480 Linden
pportunity to work out prob- responded at that time with a
ave. At the time Dr. Walker SIX FREEDOM RIDERS Watch Co.. Inc., which stated
After a few minutes of Cleaborn Homes last Tuesday of my home at the time."
ms of human dignity and life membership in the Nationwas chairman of the board of were stranded in a Memphis that the recently-opened disafternoon. She died in John
Other survivors include a the company and
equality as it might relate to al Association for the Advance- threats, the door to the rest
president of
count house sold watches beroom was opened, said Moore. Gaston hospital about five third daughter, Mrs. Mary
bus terminal last Thursday
the Memphis Transit Authori- ment of Colored People.
the 'Tri State bank.
low the Fair Trade price. The
The white man dashed out. hours later. Being held in con- Hemingway, and other relanight when their bus driver rety."
During his court trial, HamThe Marchers, then left at
suit asked the court to enjoin
nection with her death is Wilfused
to
wait
on
them
while
tives.
Willis was asked if he 11:20 a.m. for their hour-long David said as he was walking liam "Bill "
ilton was adjudged "insane."
the companies named in it
Yarbrough who
out a white man kicked him on
they ate. The riders promptly
Before trial, he was examined
from selling in such a manner.
thought a Negro on the board trip downtown.
the leg. He did not strike back, was apprehended by Osceola,
took another bus to Jackson,
at Gailor Psychiatric hospital
would help to solve some of the
he said. He and his friend left Ark, police, who said he "con- YOUTH DAY
Miss., where they were event- ONE WAG WAS heard to
The Little Rock Baptist where it was said that he did
racial problems in relation to zens Association, a local politi- the store.
fessed to the slaying."
say when the Freedom Marchually arrested.
not
know
from
wrong"
"right
city busses. He replied:
church will observe Youth
cal organization which recomers walked down Main st., the
He was returned to Memphis Day
Friday,
the
following
day,
as
when
Dr
WalkLANE
he
fatally
shot
COLLEGE received other week as
Bundy, June 18. The
mends him for the appointMUST BE CONSIDERED
he noted the
the Freedom Protest Marchers in connection with the charges. church is located at
er.
last
$800
week
as
a result of scores of policemen:
40 S.
, "The fact that I am being ment. This is the same organiza- walked down l'Vfain st. several Mrs. Prefre's neighbors stood
"I should
Dr.
Walker
and
Hamilton
contributions
f
rom
Willett, Rev E. H Johnson,
Browns- get my boys together and rob
considered for this appoint- tion which sponsored and back- in their number broke from horrified as they wached her
had
friends."
once
been
"close
ville,
Tenn.
pastor.
Standing
in the Memphis. With all
ment by the City Commission- ed Atty. Russell B. Sugarman, the group and sat-in at depart- being "gunned down
the core
Both were trustees at the forefront of contributors were
like an
down here, we should make
ers is evidence that the heads jr., Atty. Ben Hooks and Rev. ment stores.
animal."
Mississippi Boulevard Christian Mrs. Al Rawls, wife of promquite a haul."
WHAT DOES YOUR
ot city government recognize Roy Love during their unsucchurch. Hamilton had once inent businessman of
Browns- THE CIRCLE IS FULL now
that the Negro must be con- cessful bid for election offices Two groups were arrested at ARGUMENT STARTED
CHURCH NEED IN
been in several businesses here. ville and Rev. and
Bry's.
a
total
of
13.
Two
juveMrs. J. A. that Judge Hamilton
According to witnesses Mrs.
THE WAY OF
sidered in making decisions during the Memphis 1959 elechas reHe told police he killed Dr. Adams of Farmers
niles were arrested at the Oh- Prefre and the suspect started
Chapel CME portedly died while serving
concerning the social, economic tions.
ACCESSORIES?
Walker "because he ruined me church, where the rally
man
House,
84
Jefferson.
The
13
was time in a sanitorium after his
and political progress of our Attorney Willis WAS unsucarguing in her apartment. Later
and my business." He admitted
SEE THE BIG STAR
city."
County adults were released from jail she fled from the apartment
that Dr. Walker had given him held. Lane expects $70.000 for slaying of Dr. J. E. Walker
cessful in a bid to the
late
Friday
night
after
posting
AD
ON
PAGE
41
with the suspect in pursuit. It
Aside from his business and Quarterly Court in 1960. He is $352 bond on state
money for food and rent a its improvement Wild. Mem- three years ago. Hamilton and
and city is reported that he pumped two
phis' Dr. Hollis Price and Rev
law practice, Attorney Willis married to the former Annie charges.
number of times.
Walker, once friends and busiPATRONIZE THE
shots into her body after she
M. T. Walker, spoke.
active as a board of directors Laura Erwin of Columbus
relatives
Hamilton's
attendness associates, drew apart with
DEFENDER
ADVERTISERS
ing the funeral included a niece DIXIE MART, the shopping Walker's immense success and
nd attorney for the NAACP. Miss. They are the parents of Trial for the 13 will be held fell to the ground. Neighbors
28.
The said they had heard violent
who lives in Holly Springs and place out on Lamar for a lot finally ended with Walker beTHEY'RE HERE TO
He is a Member of Centenary three children, Rosalyn, 10 Wednesday, June
juveniles
were taken to juve- arguments between them a
a nephew who lives in Man- of government employees w a s ing slain by Hamilton in the
Methodist church. He is sec- Michael, 5 and Archie, 3. They
SERVE YOU1
nile
court.
a number of times.
i phis.
named in a suit filed by Bulova forrner's office on Linden.
retary of the Volunteer Citi- live at 881 Mississippi blvd.
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gallons a day. And a Senat
committee has estimated tha
to prepare for these 1880 need:
will cost $54 billion.
Mr,
The outlook, however, is fat
from bleak. Concentrated work
is being done in search of ico.
nomical means to reclaim and
YOUR NANO
purify water not now usable.
Some 125 leaders in race re- Alvin Pitcher, Professor of gram housing, civil rights, de"It pours down from the water—in homes, industries, on And science, Keane says, is
IS YOUR MOST
lations from federal agencies, Ethics at the University of Chi- segregation of schools and pubskies in vast quantities . . . at the farms—is next to incredi- laboring away in other direcVALUABLE
state anti-discrimination c o in- cago Divinity School will pro- lic facilities, fair employment
times it floods over large areas
missions and several of the ma- vide the general setting of the practices, and the "Sit-ins" and
TOOL, BUT
ble. Thousands of gallons are tions. For example, the sear
of the nation ... yet today our
jor religious bodies will parti- two-week discussions on sub- related movements will be givUSING IT IN
to make just one ton of is on for a means of guidiW
used
problem
in
conservation is
.
rainfall away from areas which
cipate in the forthcoming Race jects which deal, respectively, en attention.
PLACE OF
steel
water."
or aluminum. A ton of don't need it into those which
MAN-MADE
Relations Institute at Fisk uni- with "A Historical View of
Highlighting the discussion
This sentence leads off an explosives calls for 200,000 gal- do.
versity and give attention to Race Relations in America," of these practical problems will
TOOLS CAN
article by Robert B. Keane in lons. All in all, industrial de- His conclusion: "So hopecurrent developments affect- and "Religious Values and Pub- be John Fend, executive direcRUIN YOUR
ing minority groups and t h e lic Policy."
tor of the President's CommitFINGERNAILS! Service, a publication of Cities mends now run to 160 billion ful are our scientists that
common welfare.
Service Company.
gallons a day. Fortunately, they visualize not only sufficiFIRST WEEK
tee on Equal Employment OpThis will be the 18th annual Dr. Robert Harris, Profes- portunity; Booker T. McGraw,
Keane has an odd and fun- much of the water used by in- ent water in the future to serve
DONT NEED
session of the Institute, a pro- sor of Political Science at Van- director of the Race Relations
THE LETTER
damental story to tell, and one dustry goes back into the lakes the needs of all communities,
gram of the Board of Home Mis- derbilt university, Nashville, Service of the Housing and
which is full of contradictions. or rivers from which it came. industries, and present f arm
SPLIT
Tennessee
THIS
will follow in these Home Finance Agency, Washsions of the Congregational
At times residents of cities have By 1980, Keane reports, areas—but enough to reclaim
ENVELOPE
background
presentations
Christian Churches in which
of ington, D.C.; and Dr. Fred
been forced to buy water from population growth plus great- vast arid areas of great potenleTIN WY NMI
the Department of Racial and the first week with a discussion Routh of Detroit, Mich., head
tank trucks at 50 cents a gallon.ler per capita consumption is tial value. 'The deserts,' they
ASID-00P5'
Cultural Relations of the Na- of "The LAW and Politics of of the Michigan Fair EmployHeavy penalties have been expected to increase the na- promise, 'will become rich in
ment Practices Commission.
tional Council of Churches is Race Relations."
prescribed for such things as tion's daily needs to 600 billion vegetation'."
serving as cooperating sponsor. Attorney Thurgood Marshall, Other lecturers and resource IN EARLY ROME, WOMEN WERE
leaking faucets. Schools and
It represents a long-standing Chief Legal Counsel for t h e leaders for the Institute semi- FORBIDDEN TO WEAR RINGS --THE
ha ve baenen
for
and continuing interest on the NAACP and director of the La- nars and clinics include: Dr. STYLE BELONGED
fmaa
water,
d t
TO THE MEN ONLY!
compart of the Congregational gal Defense and Educational Robert B. Johnson, lecturer in
ce for restric o t
--OFTEN RINGS SIGNIFIED RANK
Christian Churches to perform Fund will discuss "New De- sociology at Antioch College,
placed on garden sprinkling
OR STATION,
the practical service of train- velopments in Legal Strategies Yellow Springs, Ohio; Dr. Joand car washing in many parts
51t
ing adult community leaders in for Full Citizenship" and pre- seph Taylor, program director
of the country each summer.
intergroup relations matters sent a later analysis of the sta- for Flanner Hou s e, IndianaYet at the same time, Keane
and assessing needs and strate- tus of NAACP organizations' polis, Ind, Mr. Paul Riling, diNUMBER
observes, water is the most Governor Buford Ellington, leisure-time programs and fteir
rector of Field Services for the
gies to meet the urgent and de- working in the South.
ONE
abundant commodity on earth in ceremonies at the State Cap- eilities to enable us to deepen
The public as over-against Southern Regional Council, Atmanding issues of the time.
S CAN
NAIL CARE
except for air. In this country itol this week, signed
TELL
DT. Herman H. Long, direc- private aspects of racial prej- lanta, Ga.; Dr. Lewis W. Jones,
a pro- our understanding of how crePROBLEM
IS
ative recreation can enrich our
precipitation accounts for the
ABOUT
tor of the Institute and of the udice will be discussed by Dr. professor of Sociology at Tusclamation designating June as lives."
almost
unimaginable
quanINTTLENESS
Board of Home Missions' Race Milton Rokeach, professor of kegee Institute, Ala.; and Miss
Recreation
Month
in
TennesR
Present for the ceremonies
r
tity of 4,300 billion gallons a
Relations Department said, in Psychology at Michigan State June Shagaloff, specialist in
- - CLITEX STRONG NAIL
2ocro
were Carl Yearwood, TRS presday which, if all were saved, see.
Tye),
describing the purpose and goal university, Lansing, Mich., Research and Community ServREINFORCES FINGERNAILS
oar,,,FA
IK
/46.84
:
ERS
IL:4:A'r
H 464
the ident from Oak Ridge; M r
who has devoted a major re- ices for the NAACP, New York
would cover the whole coun- Representatives from
of the Institute!
c.v./
1,0
7
;4vZ
,
BY HOLDING IN VITAL
search interest of several years City.
iff2kw—r' Lird-472/m.,
try to a depth of thirty-inches Tennessee Recreation Society Ruth Bird, recreation director,
NEED UNDERSTANDING
OILS THAT PRE
-VENT
uWA/Trifr-and the Division of State Parks Chattanooga; Jack Spore, recin a year.
A special feature of the InACCUteCrer
We need always to be in- duration to correlates of p e
SPUTTAG AND
director.
Nashville;
The question, as Keane puts were present for the signing, reation
formed about what is taking sonality and mental functioning stitute this year will be a leadPEELING
ership clinic on "The Sit-In
it, is, "Why such scarcity, in which marks the beginning of Bert Elmore, superintendent of
place in this all-important to group prejudice.
vek
the midst of apparent abun- several Statewide events to be parks and recreation, N a s Isstruggle for full citizenship in Dr. D'Arcy McNickle, direc- Movement, Its philosophy, Tacsponsored by the TRS, includ- ville; and Ross Spielman, recdance?" He proceeds to give
our domestic life; but what we tor of American Indian Devel- tics and Goals" which will run
ing the annual Junior reation consultant for the Disome answers.
need equally as much is an un- opment, Inc. of Boulder, Colo.; for two hours each day throughOlympics Telegraphic Meet, a vision of State Parks.
Dr.
George
out
the
Sanchez,
Institute
a
memsession.
T
h
e
First, most of the World's
derstanding that a magnificent
Statewide tennis tournament
James
Lawson,
water contains too much salt and
urifoldment of democratic po- ber of the faculty of the Uni- Reverend
the annual TRS conference
tential is taking place, th a t versity of Texas and leader Nashville, Tenn., program conto be usable. You can't drink in the Fall.
WORLD MAJORITY
new expectations and human among Spanish-speaking groups sultant for the Southern Chrisit, or give it to animals, and
In commenting on June as HOLLYWOOD — "A Majoripossibilities are being realized of the Southwest; and the Rev- tian Leadership Conference, and
it is unfit for many industrial
Recreation Month, Governor ty of One," successful Broadand created, and that we must erend Thomas H. Clancy, poli- The Reverend J. Metz Rollins,
uses as well. Much work is
Ellington pointed out the im- way play which is being
all do everything possible to tical scientist and prominent also of Nashville, and consultant
being done in processes that
portance of recreation to the adapted for the screen at Wargive effective implementation Catholic leader, will round out in intergroup relations for the
will eliminate
brackishness,
State in its bid to attract indus- ner Bros., is playing in Sweto this process — not only for the seminar offerings of t h e United Presbyterian Church,
but
the
as
cost,
yet,
very
is
try, and said that the industrial den, Greece, Holland and Soutki,
U.S.A., are scheduled to be the
the clear cause of human justice first week Institute week.
An Open Letter to:
time. He will be greatly miss high.
world has recognized the em- Africa, in addition to the Unigir
In the second week's pro- leaders of the clinic.
but in the national interest itSecond,
our
rainfall,
abunThe Negro and President of ed in Binghampton.
ployee's need for making wor- ed States touring company.
self.
dant
appears
as
it
to
be,
an
is
United States
Signed
thy use of his leisure time. He Rosalind Russell and Sir
"We must see the issues in
Ale6
uneven thing. We get too much further said that Tennessee
Mrs. E. Caldwell
Atty Gen. Robert Kennedy
"is Guinness star in the motion
terms of basic national public
water
one
in
area,
and
not
especially endowed with many picture.
recently said that a Negro
policy, unqualified and unfetenough in another. It often
might be elected president of Dear Editor:
tered by custom or private prejthe United States within 30 or A group of ministers and I comes at the wrong time. In
udices, and if we are to k no w
visited the office of Mayor Hen- many regions it floods on to
40 years from now.
where we are going under a
The editor of a Shreveport, ry Loeb on April 7 concerning the sea, and is wasted so far
sound sense of direction and
opening up jobs to Negroes in as individuals, agriculture and
purpose, policy must be conMany of Memphis' distin- Officers elected for 1960-61 La, daily newspaper replied more of the city
offices, and cre- industry are concerned.
stantly weighed and tested guished dentists attended the are Drs. W. R. Bell, president; editorially that it might be a
ating better conditions in the Thi rd, evaporation and
against the fundamental human twenty-eighth annual Pan-Ten- Karl Henry, vice president; A. good thing.
community. The mayor did not absorption account for huge
values which are at stake." For nessee Dental association held K. Smith. executive secretary; What many people don't take
any item concerning the amounts of the total fall. Its
this reason, Dr. Long explain- recently for three days at Eugene Kilgore, recording sec- know is that we came close to Negro
under consideration. His fact, Keane says, these, added
ed, the Institute takes as its Meharry Medical college retary; E. B. Cole, treasurer; getting one in 1881 when comment
to the group was to runoff, reduce the available
central theme, at a time of Nashville, Tenn.
S. W. Yarbrough, chaplain; S. President Garfield d i e d. It "I'm segregationist."
national supply to some 500
great foment and change, "Hu- The meeting, presided over A. Curren, historian; C. J. happened this way: The Reman Values and Public Poll- by Dr. W. H. Watson, presi- Bates, sergeant-at-arms; S. B. publicans were planning to I asked him if he believed in billion gallons a day. And much
the teachings of the Bible; in of this isn't available for condent, saw many important sub- Harris, parliamentarian and run Garfield for president and
Dr. John Hope Franklin, jects .and forums undertaken in George W. West, state vice B. K. Bruce, a Negro Senator fair employment practices a n d sumers.
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-fined to Kennedy Veterans hosQ. Should special events such The personal happiness that
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whole enjoys total freedoin.
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A. June is a favorite month There is no individual happiabout such letters. A pat on
' will soon recover,
because it signals the end of the ness, no special event, no wed"SIT-IN OF THE WEEK" the back does a lot . . even a
school year and the beginning ding or graduation which is
of the summer vacation. F o r more important than the goal
was when a group of sit-In- dog appreciates it. We received.
many people it also signals the of first-class citizenship.
ners were locked in a restroom a nice "pat on the back" from,
i
end of the single status and the
for white-men-only at Lowen- Mrs. Evergreen Caldwell.
A wedding symbolizes t h e
beginning of a marriage.
stein department store. A wait- IT APPEARS to be becomuniting of two individuals in a
In this happy month of wed- bond in which love and respect
ress turned the key which lock- ing very popular to go to jail
dings, graduations. summer predominate. Respect—that all
ed the door. Minutes later a . . . if it is for the cause of
trips and moves to new homes, important word!
man yelled. ''let me out of here. equality in the civil rights
Memphit,
struggle.
in
we
Here
it is important to remember In this season of joy and
I am not a sit-inner, I'm
new
had
good
staunch,
have
many
that the fight for first-class citi- beginning let us
white."
evidence our
enship goes on in spite of those own self respect, and
PRESIDENT OF Bluff City citizens "placed behind bars"
the reall-important changes in o u r spect and pride that we
Association, Mrs. simply because they believed
Education
feel for
individual lives.
AgiWilla McWilliams Walker, strongly enough in the theory
our race by refusing to trade at
No matter how thrilling a places where we as
Wield that an item which appear- of American Democracy until
human
wedding, a new baby, or a beings are shown little
ed in this column did not have they were willing to try to ARRESTED for sit-in activi- from jail eight hours earlier ton, dental isclmician: lames lebrew, Louis Young. W i Imore
commencement may be. we than contempt. Let us not
reference to the NEA members put it into practice. Ask the 15 ty downtown last Friday was for sit-ins at Bry's. The group Dawkins. student: Curtis Gar- ham Willett and Charles Cobarmust remember that a terrible ter our self esteem
of which she is president. The men who were arrested last the above delegation. Most of consisted of Rufus Jones, rison, Kenneth Whalum, Cor- operwood. all of Union Proand our begrey cloud lingers on the hori- lief in the fundamental
teachers referred to do not Friday "for taking seats in them insurance men. This Union Protective; Booker T. nell Winston, Alvin Hogan, tective Life Insurance c o mof *very
group had just been released Wade, student; Carroll Ghols- Ananias Dixon. Marshal Kil- pany. Trial will be held June
zon — and that cloud is t h e human being
teach in the Memphis school public places."
for a silver platshame and degradation we suf- ter or a piece
28. (Withers plc)
LOUDER AND LOUDER is .
system.
of back door
fer everything we pass a seg- wedding
IT WAS A PARADE when becoming the talk about certain
cake
an estimated 125 businessmen, successful Negroes in Memphis
college students and the like, who have not given time, talent
paraded down Main street last nor money to the civil rights
Friday carrying picket signs. movement. Their names are
It brought out city policemen being placed on that well
in great numbers. It appeared known list. They will be the
to be about 200 of them. in- ones who will be able to affordi
cluding Police Commissioner to patronize certain publi c,
places once the segregated cord
Claude Armour.
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ROOKIE POLICEMEN is cut from around them. Is
crone from the National Assowho have been on the force your name on that well known
ciation of Manufacturers or
WASHINGTON
—
(UPI) —
legs than six months were list? . . . is being asked by a
"Freedom Riders" this week the U.S. Chamber of ComSummer camp for Boy
seen riding in a brand new, number of civic leaders here. Scouts under the
planned new assaults on merce, nor their affiliates in
supervision
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secretaryweight,
not
only
the Memphis Greyhound bus
treasurer of the AFL-CIO's tarian church here.
terminal, the bus ride left punched out young Giulio Ren- ter or adult leader as guest
industrial union department The rally was held to honor
without them. The bus driver aldi, but he also give a few of the camp without charges.
and president of the Electri- the first "Freedom Riders,"
said "I've got a schedule to body punches to segregation
cal Workers, told a mixed who left Washineton for Birmmake," as he 'pulled out with- when he donated $1,000 to the
mass rally Sunday that busi- ingham, Ala.. May 4. Several
opt the "Freedom Riders," who "Freedom Riders" whom he
ness and industry were "the of the original group described
Were jailed as soon as they ar- called "those courageour kids."
real and final enemies" of their experiences to the audirived in Jackson, somewhat He gave $1,000 of his purse to
ence. They received standing
"Freedom Riders."
"Blind and Disabled Kids;"
lite.
GRAND R,Off
ovations.
WOULD STOP
....JOKE OF THE WEEK: A $500 to Ei'nal El'rith as well as
(UPI) — G. Mennen Williams,
WOMAN REFUSED
Joseph L. Rauh, jr., vice
woman called the desk, ser- took out a $500 life memberCarey said the arrests and
Assistant Secretary for Afri- A sit-inner speaks'
The white woman refused. attacks on the riders in south- chairman of Americans for
geant of the Memphis police de- ship in the NAACP for himself.
can Affairs, has confirmed that One of the members of the
partment to report a robbery
he will make another trip to sit-in group that was arrested The store official insisted. "It ern cities would stop "if the Democratic Action, urged
wanted a chance to "sound off' won't be any trouble to you, it'll big business and industry lob- President Kennedy to issue an
that was taking place in her
Africa this summer.
after spending close to 10 hours only be trouble for him," said bies withdrew their support" executive order backing up
sundry. The desk sergeant in"In fart," the former six- in city jail
for sitting-in at the official pointing to the Ne- from Goys. John Patterson of the Supreme Court's order
cted the woman to take the
term Michigan governor said, Bry's department
gro.
store.
idge number of the policeAlabama and Ross Barnett of against segregated interstate
Mrs. Charles P. Roland, of
"there's no doubt I'll be going
The white woman refused Mississippi.
man.
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Police said Richard Henry Monday in the fiery crash of trol, plunged over an embanketc., is now rated as one of father attending. to the youngGamble. 16, told them he and a sports car at the edge of ment, turned over and
Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furniture
burst 1 19 Dormitory Rooms:
Memphis' leading rhythm and est father and the father with
the victim played a game by Joplin.
Showers .
Plrivaf• 11011
Clean Wash Rooms
into flames. Ramsey was
blues disk jockeys. Cole also the largest family attending. A putting one bullet in a .22
reWeekly
Sates: $5 - $10
did a bit of comedy with his program has also been arHarper, a Negro, returned thrown clear. He was taken
volver, spinning the chamber
Modern Swimming Pool — Veer Round Swimming: 75.30 ff.
2.
act.
ranged.
and pulling the trigger. He here recently from New York to St. John's hospital but was
Dicing — Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting
The tea is open to the public.
After retiring from show
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
said the pistol discharged on to manage a restaurant for- not believed seriously hurt.
business, Cole started his dee- Rev. D. S. Cunningham is pas- the third snap of the trigger.. merly operated by his father,
3. Regulatior Gym Equipped with Steg•: Spectators Section with
iay career with station WLOK. tor of the church.
who died.
1200 seating capacity
For L•rigues, Tournaments, Complatistive
Dr. Wendell Fuhr. Jasper
Police said Harper, riding county coroner, said Harper
Community Programs
He will be celebrating his
Matches, Cl
Boning
GIVES TEA
CI
Forums
7-1.arge Club Rooms: Club Meetings
seventh year in rado at Club area.
A tea attracted a number of in an automobile driven by probably was killed instantly.
Conferences
Socials
Teas
Tropicana come June 18. Cole, Hats off to a swingin' dee- persons to St. Andrew A M E
Officers said Harper and
quick,
at HOME in one
who is station director, has jay.
Church on Calhoun when t h e Chairman of the affair w a s Ramsey (who is white) had
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
EASY APPLICATION emreed and spinned platters Until next week, Lady Top Stewardess and Deacons Coun- Mrs. Martha Smith. Rev. El- been discussing plans for the
ANNUAL RATES
at many schools and dance and you too, old great one, if cil of the church sponsored the mer Martin is the church's pas- organization of a sports car
Toes can have natural-looking halls throughout the Memphis anything turns up, Spank It! affair last Sunday afternoon. tor.
club here.
straight hair the safe, easy
SILKY STRATE way. Do it
yourself at home and save time
and money. Thii easy-to-follow
directions assure profsesionallik• results. Your hair stays
straight and easy-to-manage for
months .. will not go hack
even when wet.
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What About Special
Events In Stay-Away
From Town Movement?
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DOG
RACING

RACING SEASON STARTS
FRIDAY NIGHT, JUNE 23

POST TIME- 7:45 P.M.

RAIN OR CLEAR

ACRES OF FREE PARKING

K-9 CLUB ... NOW OPEN
Entrance - West End of Track - New Concessions - Areas

u
$0125tmOn

WITH NEUTRALIZER

III lit' sit $1 98 PIUS TAX
MONEY SACK GUARANIFI
In *vary package

MATINEE RACES
Starting Saturday, July 1
130 p.m. Post Time

Southland Greyhound Park
AMERICA'S NEWEST AND FINEST TRACK'

ON HI-WAY 61

ADMISSION 25t

MATINEE RACES
Starting Saturday, July I
1:30 p.m. Post Time

I

iTo Hold Monthly BTU Program At New Hope
MINUTE OF PRAYER
Almighty God. implant
within our hearts a genuine
love for th• church so we
may know what should be:
Hans us to strive for a
higher education so we may
know what is;
Motivate us with love so
that all things will b• done
in harmony with the law of
God. Amen.

White Lily club was sponsoi
and the church had its pantry
presentation. The guest artists
were Lee Cunningham, Kenneth Whalum, Barrett Chapel
group, Poindexter Sisters, Patersonnaires, Wilson and Watson Singers, Miss Lorrean
Boyce, Marianettes, Mrs. Alma
W. Coleman and 'The Creation' by Miss Crystal Saulsbury.
NOTE TO CHURCH
Beginning at 9:30 a.m. every
Sunday, the Sunday school is
REPORTERS
Clergymen and church re- under the guidance of Mrs.
porters would like to empha- Christine McKay. The 11 a.m.
size that vacation Bible School service is conducted by the
is at hand. Members should church pastor, Bishop J. 0.
inquire at their respective Patterson.
church concerning the school
The Young People willing
workers service starts at 8:30
PILGRIM REST
Rev. and Mrs. C. M. Lee are p,m. to 8 p.m. It is under the
very proud of their daughter, guidance of J. D. Dunn. The
Miss Ada C. Lee. Miss Lee, a testimonial meditation a n d
very dedicated church work- healing service is from 8 p.m.
er, graduated from college last to 10 p.m.
May. She was also the princi- The Pentecostal hours are
pal speaker on Young People's conducted from 10 p.m. to 11
Day held last Sunda y. A p.m. Everyone is welcome.
spokesman for the congrega- OAK GROVE
tion said: "Congratulations, The Evangelist pastor, Rev. MRS. A. ARNOLD Hedgeman B. Douglass, executive
Miss Lee. Please continue the J. E. Clark of Oak Grove Mis- man, New York City, has
vice president of the Board.
sionary Baptist church, 183 joined the staff of the Congreat work."
Mrs Hedgeman was associJoubert ave., will conduct the grega ti onal Christian
RIVERVIEW
ate editor and columnist of
Elder P. B. Rankins of Riv- church's annual revival. Re- churches' Board of Home the New York Age and has
erview Church of God in vival begins 7:30 p.m. each Missions as a consultant to served on Mayor's committhe Boards' higher educa- tees and various social welChrist, 1884 Farrington, would night to June 23.
During the revival the tion and American Mission- fare groups.
have it known that the genHe has received
church
will conduct service ary Education Division, aceral church service on each
many awards for humanieach
day
at 11 a.m.
cording to the Rev. Dr. Tru- tarian endeavors.
Sunday is held as follows:
Sunday school at 9:30 am.
noon service at 12 p.m. and
evening service at 8 p.m.
All members will serve on
their respective positions. All
visitors welcome.
INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
Elda G. Lusk. first Bishop
of the International House of
Prayer Spiritual Association,
thanks his guests from Whitehaven, Tenn. and Chicago, Ill.
for their great service.
Tarry service is held each
.
But when he was yet son could not have
gained
Monday night. Prayer service a great
distance off, his much by physical punishment.
is held each Tuesday night. father saw
him, and had Something outside of the fathBible service, directed by Mrs.
compassion, and ran, and er dictated this to
the father
Mariah Jackson, is held each fell on
his neck and kissed and he met his son
with kisses
Wednesday night.
him." Luke 15:20
and
embaces.
If a change is made in the
above schedule, the members Once again we turn to In all
probability through
"Father's
Day".
Historically
will be notified. All visitors
this small action this father
people have saved this day to
welcome.
give honor to fathers through- grew in great statue in the
BETHLEHEM
sight of the son. Already he
The No. 2 Choir of Bethle- out the world. Yearly the role had prepared
himself for the
hem Baptist, 273 England ave., of father has taken on new worst. I am
sure that he had GUEST SPEAKER — The Rev,
will have a musical June 18, meaning. Today the father in anticipated not such
a recep- I.. E. Mosbey will begu•st
I p.m. The guest churches and the house must be the provid- tion. There comes a
time in speaker when Si. James A M E
choirs are King Solomon Bap- er of all that makes the fam- every father's life
when he church observes its annual
tist church and Pearson Ave- ily what it should be. Many must resort to the
unexpected. Men's day Sunday, June 18.
times the shortcomings renue Baptist church
The occasion must be met with Reverend Mosbey is pastor of
Samuel L. Bowman is chair- vealed in the father will find' noise and concern
that will Payne Chapel AME of Nashman of the program commit- expressions in the offsprings. weld the feelings of
father and ville. Tenn. He was formerly a
tee. Rev. R. W. Taylor is pas- Many times the smallness of son.
member of St. James. He atthe children are mirrore (II
tor.
With an evergrowing num- tended Manassas high school,
images of the fathers.
PENTECOSTAL TEMPLE
LeMoyne
college and Fisk uniber of pitfalls for children
Members of Pentecostal Being a father it has amazed
nowadays the father must be versity. William Jackson, chairme
time
and time again how
Templ e, 229 S. Wellington,
a source of guidance that will man of program: Zee Townsend,
will continue its tremendous closely the children watch the lead
children around such pit- co-chairman and the Rev. H.
parents
and imitate the smallwork in spiritual guidance,
falls. The whole thing boils L. Starks, pastor.
est
relations,
things
done by the parents.
social-civil-religious
down to the fact that now as
divine healing and other reli- It is at this point that much
never before the father must young
re-emgious endeavors.
care mus be used on the part
be a. prophet and priest to his phasized. The great agency
for
Following are some of the of the parents that the father
He must foresee and doing such is the father in
past and future events and stands as the moulder of such
foretell.
the home. If he lacks leaderparticipants • Aside from the life and activity in the family.
As we observe "Father's ship along any line of these
dynamic preaching of Bishop In this story we find a fathJ. 0. Patterson, the Interna- er dealing with a wayward , Day" this year we must take,areas the child coming along
tionally renown artist. Robert son. This son had been grant- a now Inok Everything points; under his influence will have
Bradley was also a participant ed his desire only to go nut. to fart that once again father vacuums in these same areas.
in the religious ritual during and learn that his way of Mel must take on a new meaning Fathers of the world must
was not the way of life. After na every home. The old man wake up and now realize that
the 11 a.m. service June 4.
With the Greater White many and varied experiences who used to sit back in the theirs is a peculiar position
Stone Baptist church as guest he finally gave up and came corner and smoke his pipe and calls for fortitude not only
and Rev. A. R. Williams as back home. His father saw him must now lend less time to his for themselves but also for all
speaker during the church's at a distance and recognized pipe and more to the mould- with whom they come in conappreciation services for the him as his son. This was no ing of lives in his household. tact.
pastor. June 6, there were time for madness and emotion- He must develop new tactics
It is not enough to celebrate
to mould lives that will have Father's Day next Sunday but
alism.
many known guests.
Ofttimes fathers forfeit great moral and spiritual perspec- each person standing in the
Some of the participants in
the program were Mrs. Golden opportunities to make great tives that will enable people,shoes of a father must re-exThomas (Golden Circle), Mrs. contributions in the lives of to be effective in making a amine himself and here and
A. R. Williams. Max Winston, young people by resorting to new world of the mass of con- now rededicate himself to the
Rushton Hinly (Bible scholar). emotionalism. Many times fusion we now have. Great real role of being a father a'
Madam Ma t t ye Wigley (na- minus the emotionalism we fathers will make new genera- never before. This and
tional spiritual singer), Du- make greater contributions to tions of those who are yet to alone is the sole hope of our
aince Paris and many others. the cause than by allowing "orne.
moral and spiritual broken
The role of father becomes world today. Nothing else will
The Appreciation service our emotions to dictate our
will climax Sunday, June 18, actions. Here we see this fath- more and more meaningful ever realize the goal.
p.m.. when the deacons and er having compassion on this day by day. There must be
trustees will be sponsors and wayward son and falling down an awakening of fathers today
Once tot
• the number of
the Golden Leaf Baptist on his neck and kissing him. as never before. The intellec- scales on a fish never varies.
cultural.
Already beaten to the ground tual, moral, spiritual,
Instead, the scales get bigger as
church will be guests.
Thursday, June 8, 8 p.m., the by his conscious the prodigal and social outlooks of our the fish grows.

The Sunday School and Through Christian Education." "The Baptist Training Union!on "The Holy Ghost, MS OfBaptist Training Union conThe two panel discussions Magnifies Christian Fellow- fice and Work."
gress of Memphis has made which will be followed by a ship through Christian The business session will be
plans to hold its monthly pro- question-and-answer period Growth", which will be led by. presided over by Davie Colgram at New Hope Baptist are: "How to Develop and Mrs. Freddie Wesley of First lins, vice president of the lochurch, 849 Pearl pl., 3 p.m. Maintain Christian Fellowship Baptist church, Chelsea, and cal Congress. Music will be
Sunday, June 18, announces In the Church through Chris- Mrs. Ola B. Mairley.
supplied by the Congress
the chairman of the program tian Education", which will be The doctrinal address is ex- Chorus. Other persons to apMrs. Agnes A. Tracy.
lead by Freddie B. Pruitt of pected to be delivered by Rev. pear on the program will inTheme of the affair is "Mag- Metropolitan Baptist church Roy Love, pastor of Mt. Nebo clude Mrs. Clara P. Tate, Mrs.
nifying Christian Fellowship and Mrs. Sena Campbell; and Baptist church. He will speak Ethel Crittenden.

Can Benefit From
GROUP SAVING OF VALUABLE

Inquire at your church about starting
a QUALITY STAMP SAVINGS CLUB. In short
time your church can add comforting
accessories!
Yes Madame!
There is always the question — what to serve for dessert with b a rbecu e? Jack
Sprat has the answer — Use
Jack Sprat pastry for tender
tarts, tangy wedges of cheese.
and juicy fruits. Put them all
together with iced or hot mugs
of coffee and you have a wonderful ending to your barbecue
dinner as zestful as the outdoors.
With our pastry recipe use
all of your favorite fruit fillings.
JACK SPRAT TART PASTRY
1 1/4 cups Jack Sprat flour
21/4 tablespoons cold water
II/4 teaspoon salt
% cup shortening
Sift Jack Sprat flour and

AS USUAL, the talent show
of Big Star Food Stores of
Memphis and the Mid-South
was a standout in entertainment as the above group was
aired on popular radio station

WDIA Saturday. The show
is heard every Saturday on
WDIA and to get an audition, simply call the station.
From left, front row, are
Percy Wiggins, 011ie Jane,

salt into a mixing bowl. With
a pastryblender, cut in 2-3 of
the shortening until as fine as
meal. Cut in remaining shortening. Sprinkle water over
mixture, mix with a fork until particles cling together.
Pick up in hands; shape into
a ball.
Roll out 1-8 inch thick on a
floured board of pastry cloth.
Cut 12 31 inch circles with a
cookie cutter. Place circles on
cookie, place a round tablespoon of fruit filling in center
of each circle. Shape in squares
or rounds. Bake in very hot
oven 450 degrees F. 14 to 16
minutes.
Just right for barbecue.
Bye for now,
Jane Porter.

Evelyn Ayers, and Jessie
Brandon. Second row, from
1 • f I, Jessie Daniel, Robert
Johnson, William Johnson,
Franklin Joiner, R. C. Dukes,
and Mrs. R. C. Dukes.

THESE ARE SOME OF THE FINE CHURCHES WE HAVE COMFORT CONDITIONED

PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
CHERRY RD. BAPTIST
BERCLAIR CHURCH OF CHRIST
EAST PARK BAPTIST
FRAYSER BAPTIST
COLONIAL BAPTIST
LEA WOOD BAPTIST
MEMPHIS FIRST CHURCH OF GOD
OAKHAVEN BAPTIST

or FREE Consultation, Survey and Price

LEACLAIR BAPTIST
WHITE STA. BAPTIST
CHARJEAN BAPTIST
CLORGIAN HILLS BAPTIST
WHITESTATION CHURCH OF CHRIST
MT. PLEASANT METHODIST
GRAHAM HEIGHTS BAPTIST
ST. PAUL METHODIST

ST. STEPHENS BAPTIST
EUDORA BAPTIST
HOLY TRINITY EPISCOPAL
RALEIGH CHURCH OF CHRIST
BUNTYN BAPTIST
WHITEHAVEN ASSEMBLY OF GOD
MEMPHIS BAPTIST TEMPLE
KENSINGTON BAPTIST
EAST FRATSER CHURCH OF CHRIST
HOLY CROSS LUTHERAN

COOK & NICHOL

1961
SATURDAY, JUNE 17, 1961
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ANNOUNCING!

•

The Tri-State
DEFENDER

NEWSBOYS
CONTEST! "
Three Grand Prizes

•

Three Boys Will Win An-All Expense Paid Trip To
St. Louis To See Major League Baseball In Action
Plus A Tour Of Historic St. Louis
CONTEST BEGINS WITH THIS ISSUE! READ RULES ON THIS PAGE: ONE OF THE TRIPS

Plus Other Valuable
Prizes:

TO ST. LOUIS WILL GO TO A NEW CARRIER!

RULES:
1—The contest will be based on the number of your average increase over
your base.

1

41h—ROLLFAST
MIDDLE
WEIGHT
BICYCLE

• •

5th—LIONEL ELECTRIC TRAIN
6th—BOW AND ARROW SET
7th—BASEBALL BAT & FIELDERS GLOVE
8th—CATCHER'S MITT & BALL
•9th—ROLLFAST ROLLER SKATES
10th -16th—MONEY CHANGERS
AND FLASHLIGHTS

2—Your base will be the number of papers you sold for May 27,
3—The base for any new boy will be 0.
4—Your complete report must be made every week.
5—You must sell papers each week of the contest.
6—Employees of the Tri-State Defender and members of their families are
ineligible.

FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!!
MAIL OR BRING TO THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER

— -CLIP AND MAIL- — —
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Memphis, Tennesse
I would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. 1
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending
money and win valuable prizes.
I have 10 or more customers D
I would like a route El

FIRST NAME

MIDDLE

ADDRESS

CITY

ZONE

TELEPHONE

Base Number of Papers for Old Boys Will Be That Of May 27 — For New Boys, the
Week they Start. Contest will Close the Week Of August 27 - September 2.

AGE

LAST NAME

STATE

BOY

GIRL

I would like my soniclaughter to make some spending money and get early business training like most of
America's great men.

PARENT AND GUARDIAN
.M111110

=MOM

M11100

GOMM

A.B.C.

The New
Tri-C+nte Dpfender

MARK

A.B.C.

"The Seseles Independent Weekly"

SdhnEbiallOWEI
by NAT D. WILLIAMS

Home Office: 236 South Wellington -- Phone JA 6-8397
JOHN H. SENGSTACKE
Publishes
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
.......
General Manager
THADDEUS T. STOKES
Editor
Subscription rate: One year, $6; sin months. $3.50. (2-year special Subscripti
on
rate
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or $10)
Photos.
Published Every Thursday by the New hi-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage
Paid
at Memphis, Tennessee. Under Act of Marc h 2, 1879.
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STA
TE AREA
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SPEAK, PM MEMPHIS.
the peace?"
SPEAK I
No answer to that last quesIt was pathetically comical tion was reported.
to read how quickly a group NO LOGICAL ANSWER
of representative Memphis And that's understandable.
white men ran out of answers There is no logical, Christian
to a couple of straight ques- answer to such a question. The
tions the other day.
questions asked by the visitIt happened out at the In- ing students, and the weakternational Harvester plant. A kneed answers given by their
group of European and Asiatic white hosts highlight several
NATIONAL ADVERTISING — SUBSCRIPTION DEPAR
TMENT
students . .. from Korea, Laos, important aspects of this
2400 So. Michigan Avenue
Chicago 16, Illinois
Ital y, Indonesia, Germany, whole racial mess as projected
Phone — CAlumet 5-2400
Malaya . . 17 countries in all in the United States.
were being taken on a In the first place it demontour of the big plant. They strates the surpassing interest
were selected students from of thinking people all over the
their country . . . fluent in world in the cancer of race
speaking English and primari- that is eating so fatefully at
Iv concerned with learning America's vitals. These stusomething about the technical dents' questions are representorocesses of the highly tech- ative, of what the rest of the
The four city commissioners have as a successful lawyer, in private
practice nocratic United States. As they world . .. especially the
darkindicated a change in the political think- founder of the Mutual
Federal Loan ant. moved about over plants like er majority of it . . are
asking of Memphis when they expressed a Savings Association on
Vance ave.
International Harvester they ing about this richest and sup.
belief that a Negro should serve on the
Since the Mayor, reportedly, will are expected to ask many oosedly most "democratic" nathree-man board of the Memphis Transit consider the "best qualified
man." We questions. And they have been tion in the world. America's
Authority. The commissioners have also submit to him Atty.
led to expect answers,
racial attitudes are beginning
Willis.
indicated they would favor the appointAlso favoring the appointment of But the other day the to destroy •other people's faith
foreign students
ment of A. W. Willis, jr., a young at- Atty. Willis is the Voluntee
r Citizens As- few questions asked only a in so-called Christian democabout industry racy. American racial atti.
torney and businessman who has taken sociation of which he is
secretary.
and technical details. They tudes are this nation's "Achilan active part in the political civic progThe job pays $5,000 a year. We feel asked
dozens of questions
ress of Memphis.
that Atty. Willis would suffer a reduc- however, about integrati , les heel", in the face of the
on, Communist menace.
Where Mayor Henry Loeb has not tion in annual income by accepting the "Freedom Riders", and other The failure of those white ...trugmaecati
stated publicly that he favors or dis- job in order that he might be placed in matters pertaining to the business men and others to
favors a Negro being appointed to the a public office to better serve a larger American race problem.
give clear cut answers to
•
RECEIVED ANSWERS
those inquiring students proves
nt or
post, we would be utterly surprised if
P
P
c.
They
received
m
a
n
and
y
something else. It proves that
four commissioners who are rcthe Mayor opposes the appointment of a
long answers from their white with all his vaunted 'efficiency
Negro. Reportedly the Mayor's stand was ported Ito be in favor of a Negro being aP- Internati
onal
Harveste
hosts
r
organizational ability, the
and
this: "I am not in favor of appointing a point d and that Negro being Atty. Wil- on the t e c h n i c a questions
1
American white man is almost
e Commissioners John T. Dwyer, about industry .
Negro per se or a white man per se. I is
. . such as simperingly s a
au
Armour, William Farris and about the cotton-picking ma- comes to a planpp y when it
the best qualified man we can
and a showfavo
rJames W. Moore. We feel
that these men chine. But they could get only down in matters of race. Like
could set the pace for a New Day in about two coherent and logi- an ostrich, who supposedly
WELL QUALIFIED
Memphis and favorably change the cal answers on the racellsituathe hides his head in the sand in
The Tri-State Defender feels that image
of the Memphis Negro who is tion.Follomwinwghiisehpatrhtem i!4.eas- thee face o d
the averAtty. Willis is well qualified for the job. ready
Me
mphiswfhitehtflearr; just won't
manner
and willing to help make
has acquired great legal knowledge the
g
tread
the signs
•
the times,
of•
great metropolis it could become. Scimitar reported t h e innsince 1953. He also has business knowland face the racial facts of
We feel that Atty. Willis is a quali- dent:
,,D4
any of the questions life . .. which are: white ain't "The Muslims certainly bug Muslims and take on new names his color," I said. "To me God
edge and successful experience as the exfled man for the appointment and should which the students asked
IH right because it's white . . . our white folks," said Simple and new ways. Chinese is not is spirit, anyhow, not flesh—so
ecutive vice president-secretary and co- be
appointed,
officials were not about econo- yellow ain't mellow .. . brown at the bar. "and our white folks Christians. Japanese is n o t color is immaterial."
my but a b o u t integration, doesn't just have to s tic k deserve to be bugged, the way Christians. Jews is not Chris. "But the Christians say to
They wanted to know why the around • • • and black doesn't they have bugged my black folks tians. So how come colored get to heaven you have to be
freedom riders were arrested, have to get back, because it's all these years. These days all folks can not be not Christians, washed whiter than snow," said
"For disturbing the peace," black,"
the white papers and radio if they wants to so not be. huh? Simple. "I am very dark—but
was the answer.
The 'students' questions mens can talk about is the Black "There is no law against be- since the Muslims say Allah
A student from Italy said, p r o v e d America had better Muslims.
ing a non-Christian," I said. don't care nothing about color, I
"You mean when someone sits wake up and live . . . it's later "How come white folks are "The Muslims claim Christ reckon I can be stone cold black
Like Alice in Wonderland, the more keep on
speaking terms with Moscow in in a waiting room and reads a than she thinks. Now, what- so upset because some black were a white man's od,, and and still be loved. Whereas
firmly President Kennedy turned his d,ess
folks have made up their minds Allah is the black man's. said Christ Himself. if He was black
summit. Indeed, it hoped, vainly magazine they are disturbing chubetl
_. they don't want to be Christians Simple. "Were Allah black?
and Christian, could not get
back on the Summit, the quicker he spite of
the individual battles of the cold
re
any
the want to be "I haven't the least idea about into
,Haav
loet oyfoA
eriacacrionchvuerteci
u mbee
chest,
',
'
found himself climbing up to its. Even war
would eventually require a personal
•
Moslemis
m?"
I
asked.
before his Administration took office few meeting between Mr.
Kennedy and Mr.
"I been listening to them Musthings were stressed so much as its de- Khrushchev.
lims on the corners." said Simtermination to postpone personal talks
ple, "and some of the things
As in the Cuban adventure, the tim•
By GORDON E. EVANS
rested with the assistance of
they say appeals to my soul.
oetween the President and the Soviet mg has been forced on
the President by
United Press International FBI agents.
•
Also our white folks needs a
Another source of friction iss a
.eader.
•
an unpredictable chain of events.
• thorn in their sides."
To BETHEL, Alaska — (UPD— new fishing program set up by •
The feeling had prevailed that until some extent U. S. allies
"They seem to have plenty of
have been re- Uncle Sam's lawmen in the new the Alaska State Diviision of-,..........................4,.......
thorns in their sides these days,'
Fisheries
the Administration was firmly in
sponsibl
,which
Wild
West.
e.
y
They
namely
Alaska.
open
insisted
on seeing mr.
the
I said, "all around the world
Kuskokwim River area OFF TO SUMMER CAMP
---- had better be piepared.
saddle and until visible progress had been Kennedy promptly, which compelle
hears Dad say, "No, Junior, from the Caribbean to Asia
the
d
and
.
to commerci
. ed
fishing.
al
The
other
talking
you must be mistaken. I don't
day I was
made towards better relations with Rus- him to visit President de Gaulle in Paris. The Eskimos are threatening About 250 Irate Eskimos
held with 'an insurance administra- think you slept with a snake Europe. Castro to Khrushchev."
"But them is far-away
go on the warpath. In fact, a mass meeting here to protest tot,
sia, it would be unwise to sweep aside And this provided Mr. Khrushchev
who is in the process of last
with some
to
already have,
the move. Most of their obiec- planning two 2-week camping have night. No, Junior: we don't thorns, said Simple. "Besides, a
a perfect opening.
normal diplomatic methods.
any bears in this section black thorn hurts a white man
among
tions
This provided Mr. Khrushchev with Tension is mounting . new stem from a belief that the trips for Boy Scouts associated of the country."
worse than any other kind. RusYet little more than four months
rules
do not allow suffi- with the Chickasaw Council.
some Eskimos who feel that
sian or outer space, which lateperfect opening, shortly
y after the fulltheir
after the inauguration, after a series of per
• fish
• die
• t needs a little va- cient time •for subsistence fish- The camping periods will start . For the next several days all ly is the same. A
a
-white man do
is quiet and peaceful at home.
which a majority of the na- Sunday and Will continue
setbacks in foreign affairs. a drop in effects of the Cuban fiasco became clear, riety after the long winter.
thru
Dad remarks to Mom. "well, not like to see a black man talk;
' Some are out hunting geese t ves depend on to feed their July I.
suggest that Mr. Kennedy's presence
prestige abroad and a fresh exchange of to
i
g
back to him. 'It cannot be,
I guess the kids have acclima.
ayneadrsduicl
as they have f o r dogs as well as themselves durhe says, 'you, black, talking
I am always amused by sum- te themselves at camp.
acrimony between Washington and Mos- in Europe provided a most convenient
ing the winter.
illegally,
gaily, of course.
back
to me. white! That
mer campers because so many
cow, President Kennedy met Premier moment for a meeting.
Sunday rolls around. Dad is be!' But it is. and it makescan't
But now game wardens are One man, from the village of are miserable if they don't
him
Akiak.
go
said.
"God
gave
the
fish
To
refuse,
it was felt, would have determined to stop the poachthinking, with the kids off to mad—which is
Khrushchev face to face in Vienna.
.
to men. How can law interfere camping. More
. would appear camp, I can really relax this in these days too bad, because '
prejudiced the basic plan for. keeping ing and the natives are equal- with
and
to
more
times
be
miserable
he
will
after gothe rights of God?"
In the looking-glass world of politics
1y determined that they won't.
Sunday when he detects Mom just have to get used to being
ing to camp.
it is common to do in office what one de- open the channels of contact with the R
ing gun battles between Similar statementstelling all telephone callers mad.
Russians. To refuse might also have given the hungry natives and U.S. others. One council
cl leader
1
drew
fromts
Several weeks before camp "I'm so r r y, we can't play "He cannot rule high a n d
nounced when in opposition. And the
a burst of applause when he starts they will have almost bridge this evening.
We are twoidrealaendaohtanedvsen
omieo Im
present Administration can add firmly the Russians an immediate additional fish and wildlife ages?
ikieashisesizd
i.
0
b0
ro
torturedhoMom
nooduethtin rsee
ekein
eveehra
tly.areas
tw.vIn
al hd Dad
ha
rhettoofrtstow,,nw
0 said:
„
deaththee Dadgoing ou
.'
'h y
that the Vienna meeting was no full card to use in their propaganda to the
Anyone who make such about
much money
are you Down there Negroes talk back
countries.
agents in a light
dress summit. Indeed, it hoped, vainly,
e spotted laws should come down and live should carry to camp . , . how telling them we arergoin!
to police dogs nowadays. But
They could have said that President a group of seven Eskimos shoot- like the
y,
thelike
natives.
white Natives are many clothing . . whether of town. Mom rep ies,
that the emphasis on the non-negotiatory
I out
re- about the Muslims, one thing
ing
rh
be
i
people,
i
rda
n
ts
s
e
have
Kennedy
Mom
and
Dad
will
was
visit
that
them
uncooper
puzzles me is, somebody .
ceived
ative. To that exletters
nature of the meeting in the announceto eat fish. White people want at camp daily . . . how to get Saturday. We from the kids saied gthoveeMrnumlenimtstointegin
tent, Mr. Khruschev finessed the trick.
must
veds
rush
aNse
some
.
k
a
nient from both capitals would make Having
fish
for selling but natives want back to town to see movies food to
the hunt:rs. but were met by
them, they are starv- the government
us
made the President vulnerable, hail of gunfire. Returning the for f"
twice a week . . . how often ing."
the very word "summit" unprintable.
a separate state. I would
both British Prime Minister Macmillan fire, the agents radioed for help This same speaker echoed
()ea a Mom and Dad will bring or
not go to Mississippi even if it
What, then, was the meeting intendwere run by Muslims."
and General de Gaulle had to give him and another fish and wildlife warning voiced by several send food . . . Why they can't CHILD'S LIFE
plane nearby answered the call. others earlier in the four-hour carry their house pets along So, off to camp they go. In- "Why do you say Mississiped to be? The explanation offered is that
their overt support.
stead
of
seeing
a
boy
nearly
The
second
at
plane
meeting.
was
with
riddled
pir I asked.
them . . . and on and on.
He "requested" t h a t
it is a continuation of the policy laid
death's door
On the basis of the President's own by bullets as it circled the area, fish and game wardens s t a y By
the time Junior and Mary Junior races tofrom starvation. "Because I know if the govdown last February and. indeed, earlier:
car
yelling
but luckily neither agent in it away from his village,
'Hi.'
grim assessment that things will
ernment was going to give away
are ready to take off for camp. He has
.
to maintain contact with the Soviet
gained
get was hit. The natives then fled "There will only be trouble if
worse before they got better, the pessiDad is so beat by camp talk Satisfied that several pounds. a state, Mississippi would be the
when the four agents closed in. they come around."
the
camp
is
doUnion notwithstanding any incidental or
one
they
he said with and planning until he flops in ing
give away."
mists point out that had Mr. Kennedy but the hunters were later ar- feeling.
wonders for Junior, Mom said simple.would
"I don't think they
'
peripheral flare-ups in the East-West
an easy chair . . . leaving poor and Dad take
off
to
waited longer for the meeting he might
see
Mary.
could
sell
it
nobody.
to
Georgia
Mom the task of seeing their When they see
struggle.
her she be- has peaches. Louisiana h a s pa-have found himself under the shadow
off-spring off to camp.
comes very anxious for them cans.
All along it was foreseen that to of greater disasters in
South
Carolina
hanging
his affairs abroad
ed steoeearr
With Junior and Mary safely to
they pets shehas collect- moss, but Mississippi ain't
got
and happily at camp, Dad and
nothing but bad dogs, crackers, '
Mom relax the first evening Mom almost faints when she mules and Negroes. I would
not
and agreed that they are hay- sees Mary's prize pets which be worried with
i.
ing "just loads of fun." Before include a water-dog, a small even were I God. ItMississipp
is also a
the second day has ended. Mom s n a k e, two lizards, several dry state, is it not?"
calls Dad at the office to in- black ants and horned-toads.
"Parts
form him that he'll have to The letters continue to come beveragesof it forbid alcoholic
rush to camp immediately to home. All telephone calls•from "Then " I said.
The inflexible determination of the cause—not to an ideologic
God forbid Mississipal concept or
carry Junior some clothes be- camp reveal something
Freedom Riders to make democracy a political philosophy,
pi." said Simple.
but to a cause which
cause "someone stole every strange. Mom and Dad don't tioTu
dtrithhkeia
Mgusliemith
living reality, is far from being an ordi- involves the exercise
s edro,nolt sa
aanc
id-.
stitch he had and we simply relax.
of human rights—
nary social phenomenon. It is a revolu- that pulsates the heart
cannot let him stand out there Of course, the above does not
and makes op"Mohamm
edans
are not supin those woods without cloth- have reference to any camp posed
tion; a revolution in which the technique nosition, however violent,
to touch alcohol."
ineffectual,
ing." Dad is alarmed. He rush' anywhere, nor to any campers
of passive resistance, which was so sueThe courage, stamina and forbeares off to camp to relieve Junior or parents.
'
"
'
‘N
No
ot even beer."
cessfully utilized by Mahatma Gandhi, ;.i-me shown by these young
of his "Garden of Eden" mode Nevertheless, camping
college stushould "Then I
•
of living,
is bearing fruitful results.
be included in a child's life. In before I getbetter drink my fill
Atts who have enlisted themselves in
converted," s a i d
many cases, it is an opportuni- Simple.
A SNARE IN BED
The Southern supremacists are at a the cause for freedom, command the reBy the third day Mary is ai ty for children to experience a "Muslims would object to you
loss to devise effective means to check
ct of the entire world.
camp. Mom and Dad receives larger society than their family and I spending black money in
or counter this dynamic, self sacrificing
In the long history of civilization,
a letter from her. Mom reads circle affords. It teaches a lea- this white owned bar, anyhow."
the letter to Dad, which goes son in cooperative living, I said.
movement. They don't know what to Social reforms have seldom failed to acsomething like this ..Dear mom which effects us throughout "Then it would be hard to
make of it.
complish their objectives. The South is
get .
and Dad . . . I am haying a life. It gives a child the op.. a drink in Harlem," cried SimThe spectacle of young men and today facing the greatest challenge to its
wonderful time. I have met an- portunity of learning some- Ple. "because nine out
of ten
hest thing about the beauty of nawomen who are unafraid to go to jail. ante-bellum racial dynasty. Its tradition--a
f stei:
friend, but she broke my comb. ture. It teaches, to a limited nine-and-w
a-half
and who are willing to endure all man_ al racial dynasty. Its traditional way of
I can't comb my hair / am so measure, the independence of stores. That is the trouble,
white
ner of abuses and hardships to attain life is being subjected to a most severe
lonely for you. I miss Junior self-reliance.
f o I It m own everything. run
racial parity, is something new and testing.
so much until I cried all night
everything, then get mad at me
Mom doesn't sleep well that LONDON —
standing to the American scene.
Resistance to the social change that
"If an for not having anything.
night. Early the next morning, earthworm is happy it bur- Muslims is right, we got toThe
To this movement are rushing con- the Freedom Riders are ushering, is
do
rows,"
Dad crawls out of bed to ana London zoo official something about
verts who are fired with desire to re- bound to collapse for racial equality is
,", the telephone. mom won. said, explaining in part why a while we drink. it. Let rne think
OK?"
create America in the image of a truly no longer a debatable academic subject,
dens who is calling so early. 51 foot earth worm brought "One does not think clearly
here
She hears Dad say "what . . .
f o r classification by on beer." I said.
great democracy.
but a fact of life which cannot be swept
"Slit SAYS TFIS
TM WAN; C, RIR urs Imo
what . , . what is that?" Then scientists would not be seen "I do not think clearly on waIt is this dedication to a human aside by force or quiet suggestions.
sIrrnial -nu MINS OF MIMI' AND TRIRTT-ORIS.•
ter neither." said Simple.
there is a pause. Then she by the general public.
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BUSINESS

By A. L. FOS'ER
EX ECUTI V E DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce)

By EDWARD COWAN
ebbing it is getting harder fori figured. Now it is calculated anell out at a profit large enough I nually at one-half of one
per
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — s
Readers of the earlier edition Friends of Beatrice Jackson
to cover his past due payments.
cent of the average unpaid mort4
An unexpected rise in mort- This also means it will
of this week's Defender may Morgan who once was 30 actbe hard.
gage foreclosures threatens to er for FHA to sell
the proper.i gage balance. There is a chancel,
still make reservations for the ive with the Chicago and
frustrate the administration's tles without a net
that it can be changed to al
loss.
Cosmopolitan Chamber of Com- Northern District Association
desire to reduce the premium UNWILLING TO JUMP
single lump s u in assessment'
merce's Show and Dance at the of Club Women and edited it
on home loans insured by the
Hardy is also unwilling to
Federal Housing administra- jump for a premium reduction calculated when the loan is takPackinghouse Labor and Com- periodical
and
supervised
en out and amortized along with,
tion.
because his gency is about to
munity Center Friday night. dramatic and other activities
FHA Commissioner Neal J. take on some new kinds of in- the mortgage principal.
Jack Cowen, chairman of the among girls, will be interested
This "intrigues" Hardy. lt
Hardy has been studying the surance — on which it is diffiways and means committee to know that she is now
question of a lower premium. cult to assess risk and predict would be cheaper for the home,
handannounces that reservations may ling promotion for the
With the FHA acquiring title the delinquent homeowner to buyer. How much cheaper!
Crulan
be made by calling OA 4-4817
to more foreclosed properties future loss rates.
would depend on the new form-:
Center, operated by Helen
as late as 2 P.M. Friday.
than it anticipated. Hardy won- Still, there is considerable in- ula.
Shinn at 1516 E. 63rd.
ders whether it would be sound terest in lowering the premium
After that hour tickets will
Another possibiity which infor his agency to cut the prem- Advocates of such a step point
be available at the doors which Mrs. Shinn, health and scalp
terests Hardy is charging highspecialist
has
operated
beauty
open at 9:00. Attention is
ium.
to FHA's insurance reserves o er premiums on riskier
loans
called to the fact that there parlors in Chicago for over 35
"I'm not at all convinced $938 million — a cushion which and lower ones on safer loans.
will be different shows, one at years and is an experienced
is more than adequate, they The FHA's experience
there
is
any
basis
for
a
reduchas been
arid highly respected beauty MME. C. J. WALKER (standing), national suparvis- the Walker beauty treatment
10 and the other at 12.
tion." he said in an interview. say.
that its loans on one-family
culturist A formal opening is BOOTH at Chicago Defender or of Mme. C. J. Walker col- Si show were, loft to right
Hardy also is considering a houses are safest.
It was in 1931 that I first
Other
administra
tion
officials,
Thus,
a sysplanned for late in June.
Home Show was set up by loges. Noted hair stylists who Florida Dunlap. Lorenz& Pormet Jesse Earl Thornton. He
notably
Treasury
Secretary change in the basic way in tem of differential premiums
which
the
va s a railroad waiter who And, speaking of formal open- Mrs. Marjorie S. Joyner, pointed out advantages of ter and Bernice Kant.
FHA
premium
is Would advantage the familyDouglas Dillon, are very much
came down to the Urban League ings, Charles Crook will in- f
interested in trimming the
type home buyer.
to discuss the possibilities of troduce Robert McCullough as
premium in ordnr to lower
becoming a driver-salesman his associate and manager of the
monthly payments the home an Cale Bias hi
The Alps have about 70 peaks
with some milk company. At Robbins Parlor with an aftei
owner makes. It is hoped that
ranging from 10.000 feet to apnoon
tea,
Sunday June 25 ..
that time no dairy company had
this will bring more home buyproximately 15,000 feet.
even considered employing Ne- 3509 W. 137th at., Robbins.
ers into the market and stimu'Wilmington,
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
groes.
late home building — a major
industry in the American econThornon said he was deter- Burns, proprietors of Ted's
Founder
of
Madame
the
Beauty
J.
Culture
C.
.
and
.
.
WILMINGTON. Del. — (UPI)
of
the
Diner,
were hosts to members of
mined to destroy the barrier and
Walker Mfg. Co. of Indianapo- great manufacturing company omy.
— The city council over the
of course we encouraged !Urn. the Book Committee of the CosCongress
is
expected
to
inlis, Ind. — beauty colleges — and national network of beauty
weekend passed an anti-discrimHe decided to get signatures mopolitan Chamber of Comthroughout America. Madam C. colleges which still bear her clude in this year's housing bill ination ordinance applicable to
of prospective customers and merce and representatives of
authority
for
Hardy
to
lower
Walker
J.
is credited with de- name . . . and still abide by
all restaurants in the city.
armed with these, apply for a PATH Associates in their atthe premium from its present
veloping the first Negro cos- her principles.
Mayor John E. Babirz sug- It is the objective of
position with a Cicero milk tractive restaurant at breakfa,,
annual rate of one-half of one
,letic
enterprise
in
the
world. She gave thousands of dolgested the law three weeks ago
processor. The first signature Present to discuss further plat.
per cent of the unpaid mortgage
Born
on
the
day
before
lars
after
to religious, educational,
four Negro ministers at- this company to show
to appear on his list was Dr. for publishing the second edition "
Christmas Eve in a humble cot- charitable and social institu- balance to one-quarter of one tending a church conferencel
William J. Walker. dentist, who of "Chicago—City of Progress
per
cent.
tonfield cabin in Delta, La.,
here were refused service in a YOU how, to make for
tions.
then lived in the Michigan and Opportunity" were Warimpoverished parents who But her greatest contribution NOT CONVINCED
downtown restaurant.
you, and aid you to
Garden Apartments. With Dr. ren DeJohnette, chairman, and
rid been slaves — Sarah Mc- was her system of beauty cul- But enactment of
such au- The measure provides that
Walker's help Thornton soon Joe Thomas. Jack Cowen and
Williams
was
an
orphan
at
ture,
7.
before
which
a
brought
restaurnt
make
the
your yourself
first
thority
can
E.
renew
D.
would
Peebles, of the committee,
not necessarily
its
had 75 signatures. He got the
wife at 14 and a "washer worn- real scientific advance in the mean its
immediate use. "I'm yearly license or a new estabfranchise. Dr. Walker and I Robert Winbush and Dorothea
an" widow with a daughter to appearance and grooming of not convinced that
it is actually lishment can obtain one, an afwere his first two customers. McFadden of Path and A. L.
support at 30.
Negro women in all history . . sound," Hardy said. He added fidavit must be filed pledging
Foster.
But
Madam
C. J. Walker (as resulting in the great Walker that he is studying the prob- non-discrimination.
ALIT DEDICATION
Ted's Diner is one of the city's
she had become known after Company, and the great Walker lem with the
Millions upon millions of
help of staff and
On May 28 I was among most attractive eating places and MADAME
C. J. WALKER, her early marriage to a little- products which have continued outside experts
dollars are being made to.
THIS COULD BF FOR YOUI
and that he has
hundreds who dropped in at besides its beautiful physical tamed founder
of the Walker known St. Louts newspaper- to lead all others in pioneering come to
day
by placement of per.
ii you would Hite a Natl.', "How Oil
no final decision.
6111 Prarie to see the new Joe appointments it provides soft Manufactur
Is Found Today" by scoentiflc methods,
sonal monies in common
ing company of In- man) went on to become the every major beauty service to
One reason for his caution is developed by Russia and Canada, now used
Louis Milk company building and delightful music, so difstock. If you possess the De•
dianapolis. as she looked in her very founder of modern Negro the members of her race!
by all major oil companies, and what It
the rise in the number of fore- could
dedicated. Jesse Thornton, the ferent from the raucous sounds
sire, the Will, and the Abili,,no to you for less than the cOst
hey day. From simple foundclosed properties FHA is acquir- of 2 parks of cigarettes a day-- Send
founder
ty to act; ACT, and send
wasn't there. We which one has to endure in ing', she worked and
soon beto P.0 Boa 4172, Wichita 2, Kaning. Officials estimate that in 10,
for your free booklet "YOUR
missed him. But, his wife Helen, most places. It is hoped that
sas It might be I he moNt profitable It,
came
of
one
richest
the
Negro
INVESTM
ENT AC CO UNT."
the year ending this June 30 500 ever spent.
now president, who took up through the Chamber's ResYour invesernents todiio
the agency is getting title to
her husband's duties when he taurant Division of which Hel- women in the United States.
shall
provide
for tomorrm,
about
13,000
died in 1957. was there.
properties.
Last
en Maybell of H & H Cafe is
autumn it expected a mere 3,000.
And, Joe Louis, beloved ex- chairman, all restaurants in the
Even in January when the busiheavy weight champion, who south side will improve their
ness recession was at its worst,
came to Thornton's rescue with service.
the estimate was 8.000 to 9,000.
the use of his name and presIn short, foreclosures ha v e Teen-age Typing
tige after the diastrous fire in SEEK PERSONNEL
Classes
NEW YORK — An Eco- The businessmen are: Mila- been running high and FHA
We have a letter from R. L.
1947 which completely ruined
BEGIN JOLT 10 1161
nomic Mission from the Fed- n Aminu Dentate,
wary. Moreover, it expects
is
the Lake View Dairy Products Stevenson, district manager of
Alhaji S.
to acquire 18,000 properties in IBM Key Punch Classes
company which Thornton start- the Atlanta Life Insurance Com- WASHINGTON — (UPI) — eration of Nigeria, consisting 0. Gbadamosi, Chief
S. I. the year starting this July 1.
ed in 1933, was there. And, to pany asking that we assist in About three million Americans of 23 members is to visit the
AVAILABLE NOW
Nwoke,
and
M.
N.
1.1gochuChicago% Only Negro Brokerage Company
This 1961-62 total would top
welcome and greet us were locating "the right man, under are holding two or more jobs, United States July 4-12.
DAY & EVE SESSIONS
total acquisitions in the agenGeorge Jones, sales manger, 45, who possesses sales ability. according to a Labor department
The mission's visit will be k wu.
765 E. Oakwood Blvd,
but
whose
cy's previous 25 years of experisuccess in his present survey. This is called "moon- part of the first world-wide
who has revitalized the sales
Cortez W. Peters
The officials are: H. 0. Om- ence.
The reason for the spurt
program and his 13 driver- occupation is being retarded for lighting."
economic mission which the enai, acting
Business College
deputy permanent is not that the agency has been
salesmen, William S. Anderson, reasons beyond his control." We Postal workers, male school Nigerian government is send414 CONDITIONIED CLASSIOOMS
accountant, and Cozetta W. get a surprising number of such teachers, farmers, policemen ing to 23 countries since Ni- secretary, Federal Ministry of taking poorer risks. Rather, of- 301 5, Garfield Mad,
DO 54701
Tohnson, office manger and her letters and we also receive and firemen are more likely to geria achieved independence Finance (secretary to the mis- ficials say. because the posttelephone
war
inflation
prices
in
calls
is
land
from
double
out-of
brass
in
than
other
icient office staff.
sion); S. D. Adebiyi, legal adon Oct. I, 1960.
Lewis A. H. Caldwell, presi- community business concerns workers, the survey said. But it The mission will be led by viser; Dr. E. 0. Iwuagwii, asseeking
qualified
personnel.
gave
little
support
to
some
undent of the Cosmopolitan ChamOISIII 11010401A DRY ;2,iN lee% 111111101. Iplslrlslsmiuto11105 CRAM 90 PROOF, GORDON'S OAT GIN CO LTO .t1N0f311
Nigeria's federal minister of sistant secretary.
Federal Minber and many Chamber mem- There are tremendous oppor- ion leaders who have warned finance, Festus S. 0 ko ti etunities
in
the
istry
business
"moonlight
of
that
ing"
field
Economic
would
unDevelopbers attended. I arrived late—
and it is a pity that so few are dercut union standards and cre- Eboh, who will have the fol- ment. and 0. 0. Duke, assistafter the dedication, I am sorry
lowing five federal and reto say. But fellow Chamber prepared to "answer the call." ate unemployment.
gional ministers accompanying ant secretary. Federal Ministry
Atlanta Life, through the Officials of the Machinists
of Finance, Bookings, Finance
members I saw were LeRoy
him:
Fowler, our field representative A. F. and N. B. Herndon union have called for an end to Z. B. Dipcharima. federal and other administrative matDaryl Grisham of Parker House Foundation, is making it possi- the practice.
minister of commerce and in- ters for the mission.
Sausage Company, and Mr. and ble for ambitious young men to The report showed that one dustry; J. C. Obande, federal Also. J. N. Ukegbu, Minisin
prepare
workers
20
for an insurance career.
— 4.5 per cent
Mrs. Charles Crook, husbandminister of state, ministry of try of Foreign Affairs and
wife team in the undertaking Prospects are sent to the Univer- of the labor force — held two Economic Development; A. 0. Commonwealth Relations; N.
sity
or
more
of
jobs.
Michigan
for special
business. We salute the Joe
Adeyi, minister of trade and 0. Farinde, acting chief comLouis Milk company and it training. At present 3 young men "Moonlighters . . are typi- industry, Western Region of mercial officer, Federal Minare
cally
studying
thought
as
of
factory
actuarial
science
president Helen Thornton whom
Nigeria; Dr. A. N. Obonna, istry of Commerce and IndusI have greatly admired since at Michigan. Stevenson was workers who having achieved minister of economic planning. try; J. 0. Marsh, press officer
born
short
a
in
work
week
through
Talledega.
unAla.
and
the days when she. Geneva
Eastern Region of Nigeria, to the mission; E. A. BamgCrawford (who was present), attended College before himself ion contract, prefer to work at and Alhaji Mohamadu Rashir bose, senior economist, MinisEleanor Marr and other "young- going to the University of a second job rather than to en- Wamban Daura, minister
of try of Economic Planning,
sters" were members of the Michigan. Incidentally, he is an joy greater leisure," the report
local government, Norther Re- Western Region of Nigeria; J.
said.
Junior Auxiliary of the Chi- eligible bachelor.
0. Osemeka. assistant secregion of Nigeria.
cago Urban League, some years James E. Stamps, Dr. Clar- "Actually. in December, 1959,
Other members of the dele- tary. Ministry of Economic
alio. Mrs. Marr was one of the ence Payne. Atty. Sophia Boaz out of three million workers
with more than one job, only gation include four business- Planning, Eastern Region of
WA clerks which the League McNamer. Gonzales
Motts,
men, ten officials and three Nigeria, and Alhaji A. Akilu,
placed with the Great A 8c P Dr. Homer Cooper and Margaret 700,000 were factory workers
ern Region of Nigeria.
Food stores as was Miss Craw- Parks Norrell are attending the on their primary job. They re p- secretary-typists.
ford who later became one of 15th class reunion at Fisk uni- resented about four per cent of
versity. It appears that I will the total with a primary job in
two women managers.
be the only member of my class manufacturing."
CHANGE JOBS
attending my class reunion at LOW PAID
The report showed that lowTwo top officers of the Cos- Wilberforce.
paid family breadwinner specmopolitan Chamber of Com- Atty. William
S. White, ialize in dual job-ho
lding.
merce have recently changed director of the
Department of Six out of every
100 men
positions. Lewis A. H. Caldwell Registration and
Education of from age 25 to 34 were
"moonwho, for nine years, was di- the State of Illinois.
and Super- lighting" when the
survey was.
rector of advertising and public ior Court of Cook
County Judge made — the highest rate
of anyl
relations for Baldwin Ice Cream James B. Parsons
certainly group,
company. is now working in made hits as speakers
at the Men who were elementary
the same capacity with Haw-I annual dinner
or
of the Dearborn high school teachers
were very
thorne-Mellody Dairy Products. Real Estate Board. White
gave likely to have second jobs, the
Chamber vice president Jack the principal address and
Par- department found.
Cowen has left Leader Cleaners sons installed the
officers, "About one in five of
the
and will operate a modern James M. Lynch
is the new half million teachers
below the
"Steak House" at 412 E. 47th. president.
college
level were also working
Cowan is also chairman of the
Of the -38 Fellows honored as, at something else," it said.
"For
ways and means committee. He
charter members of the Chi- women teachers the comparable
was general manger at Leacago Defender's Round Table of rate was only one in
40."
ders.
DISTILI16(10IIHD BIN sits?
Commerce, 21 were associated
Nearly 10 per cent of all pos-j
555 INS011tb COMPANY IIMOTIS
The Cosmopolitan Chamber of with firms which
11114.+10•.”
are members tal employees hold more than,
ommeree's initial broadcast of the Cosmopolitan
Chamber
one
job.
The
author
of
the reay 28 pleased the program of Commerce.
While we were port. economist Gertrude BanHerb Rudolph so much disappointed that Andrew
T. croft, said their irregular hours
that it was repeated June 4. Hatcher,
associate press secre- may make it easier for them to,
The next program is June 11. tary to President
Kennedy was do outside work.
Theadore F. Crawley, broad- not present to
make the princi- 3 OUT OF 5
cast committee chairman, wants pal address,
Norman Houston, About three out of every five
suggestions for future discus- president
of Golden State "secondary jobs" are white-1
sions. Mail or call them into Mutual
of Los Angeles gave a collar positions, she wrote. This l
the Chamber office or direct very
satisfying and electrifying helps explain why three million
to Atty. Crawley at Drexel 3- address which
held his audience persons held two jobs while
3141.
spellbound. It was a gala occa- five million others are
unemSilas K. Brown and Leroy sion. Cosmopolitan Chamber ployed
6 PERMANENT ROOMS AVAILABLE
and cannot find work at
C. Smith have organized the members honored were Archi- all.
• REASONABLE RATES
Aroused Citizens Community bald Carey, Bindley C. Cyrus, In
addition, about one-third of
Committee, a non-profit organi- Eugene Dibble, E. B. Dickerson, the
secondry jobs were in some
• AMPLE FREE PARKING
zation, to work among youth. William Farrow, S. B. Fuller, form
of
Brown is general chairman, and T. P. Harris, George Johnson, owned self-employment or selfbusiness. This is "a field
Smith, president. The committee John Johnson. Theodore Jones.
YOUR INSPECTION CORDIALLY INVITED
"Gin"came into the language around 1700 through the French "genievre:'
of economic activity that would
held its June Club Party at the T. L. Lawless, J. L. Parker,
not be feasible for the average
meaning juniper. "Gordon's" comes from Alexander Gordon, the genius
Masonic Temple June 2, A mag- James Purgeson, Naomi Rowe,
unemployed matt," the report
IONS
RES,
azine will be published. Future Harvey Russell. Norman Simon,
whose secret gin formula set Londoners agog in 1769. The Gordon's Gin
said.
plans call for a parade and a A. W. Williams, Vernon WilYoultAlgt Y 051,105 HOTEL
About 500.000 of the "moonyou
drink today harks back to this selfsame formula. It is gin of such
July 4 picnic.
lams, D. J. Travis and Mr. lighters"
operated farms as their
distinct
ive dryness and flavour that it is the world's biggest seller.
Houston.
secondary employment.
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ROY ROGERS, King of the Cowboys By Al McKimson 11 HENRY
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"VOLTR PRICES have doubled in the past year alone," a
I city dweller complained to a farmer selling vegetables.
"Madam," stated the farmer, "when a man has to know
the botanical name of
what he raises, the entomological name of all the
insects that eat it up and
the pharmaceutical name
of the poison to spray on
them—he's entitled to up
his prices to some extent"
The lady paid.
A paychoanalyst le one
who takes drunk" apart to
wee what makes then Mc.
There's an analyst In Bayer-iv Hills, Ineidentally, who
falls asleep minting °war
I...vents jumping over ling much.
•
•
A lady in Miami Hoo/ h, heading north in a bus on Collins
Avenue, tapped the rinver on the shoulder and inquired, "Do
volt stop at the Friniainhleau Hotel'" "No, Ma'am," snorted Me
driver. "Not on my salary!"
um. by Beitaett cert. °remote. by Time restires *radiants
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'Sure, it looks attractive, but a diving minik won't
do you much good up there!

6112LS ... SOMETIMES INE VilAW VOU tecksp
INVITES A WOI.F TO COME FOR,VARD•
VAICIA 'NISI *dooms NEED No
MINT/

eNCOURACIE--

jays 7 Per Cent Of Negroes In
Southern Schools Are Integrated

Dear Mme Chante: I have reading your column. Would like
been a reader of the Defender very much to correspond with
for quite some time and really persons all over the globe. —
enjoy reading your column. I Mrs. Bernice Barnes, P. 0.
am a young man who is very Box 6011, Chicago 80, Ill.
•••
much interested in marriage.
Would like to hear from a nice, Dear Mme. Chaste: I am a
sincere, young lady who is in- man nearly 70 years of age.
terested in marriage. I am 25, Would like to correspond with
6 feet tall, 178 lbs. Please send a nice lady my age. I promise
a photo in first letter as I will to write and would be pleased
try to do the same. If not in. to have her photo. — Sam Pons,
terested, do not write. — Wil• Gibson Hotel, 6 Glenwood Ave.,
bert Moore, 7214 S. Greenwood, Room 21, Minneapolis 3, Minn.
.•
Chicago, Ill.
•••
Dear Mme Chante: I read
Dear Mme Chants: I have your lovelorn column every
read your column and think it week. Would like to meet a
is wonderful. Hope I can find a gentleman who is interested in
lonely lady through your col- marriage I am 21, weigh 105
umn. I am 5 feet, 7 inches tall. lbs., dark complexion. Would
brownskin. 160 Ms., high school like him to be between 22 and
graduate. — Walter E. King, 33 years of age — Miss Doris
515 Clinton St , Apt 113., Buffalo Davis, 7218 S. Harvard, Chica4, N.Y.
go 19. Ill
••
•••
Dear Mme Chants: 1 am a Dear Mine Chaste I am a
rather lonely fellow seeking ac- lonely divorcee, have traveled
quaintances of ladies all ages quite a bit and am interested in
who are interested in marriage. meeting a lonely serviceman
No other need apply. I am 41, who has also traveled. He must
6 feet, 5 ins. tall, 200 lbs., have be between the ages of 30 and
a good job and a car. If inter- 40 and over 5 feet, 5 inches
ested send photo with letter.— tall. I am in my early 30's and
Mr. A. Bolden, 50 Prospect SE., I have one child. The gentleman
Grand Rapids, Mich.
may have one or two children.
•• •
—Lillie Lewis, P. 0. Box 9074,
Dear Mme Chants: I enjoy Montgomery 8,

Racial Signs Go Down In
Montg'ry Bus Terminal

"White Only" and "Colored ordered Montgomery's buses
Only" signs were conspicuous integrated five years ago, could
by their absence last week at hand down a ruling in the inthe Montgomery. Ala.. Grey- junction suit filed by the jushound bus terminal waiting tice department.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Al- Negro enrollment in the re- had some student desegrega- willing to accept members or
room where "Freedom Riders" Sullivan denied it was the
most seven per cent of the Ne- gion's public schools. Their Ne- tion.
have staged a major integra- policy of his police department
both races but the racial status
groes in the South's public ele- gro enrollment is 1,103,696.
tion move.
Eight other states and t h e is unknown because their en"not to protect outside agitamentary and high schools at- HIGHEST PERCENTAGE
District of Columbia reported rollments are not kept by race!
W. L. Russell, manager of the tors." He said when the May
tend schools with whites, accord- District of Columbia schools some degree of teacher desegre- or the schools have not anterminal, said he did not know 20 bus station riot erupted he
ing to the new edition of t h e have the highest percentage of gation, although in four states— nounced a policy.
how long the signs were "going assigned 46 "out of total of 129
Southern Education Reporting desegregation. Eighty-four per Texas, Missouri, Oklahoma and
to stay down." He indicated he available men" to handle the
Of the 226 public colleges
Service "Statistical Summary." cent of the District's Negro stu- West Virginia—several Negro with all-white or predominantwas ordered to remove them by situation.
The I7-state area, plus the dents are in the same schools teachers lost their jobs in the ly white enrollments, 124 will
Greyhound's public relations "In this city of 134.000 people
with
whites. By race the District change to biracial schools.
District of Columbia, reported
department in Chicago.
accept Negroes. Fifteen of the
the others are entitled to the
213,532 Negroes in bi-racial enrollment is 24.697 whites and The region has 494.629 teach- 50 all-Negro or predominantly
There was no indication protection of our laws," he tes96.751
Negroes.
ers, with about 21 per cent of Negro public colleges will acschools. or 6.9 per cent of the
whether the signal removal step tified.
Negro enrollment. Public school faculties remain them Negro.
3,088,261
cept whites. The number of
would remain in force after the In Birmingham, As.. a Negro
segregated
by
when
race
in
Alabama,
BOBBY
was
peace
restored.
LYNN
points
CAIN
The
region has 276 tax-sup- white and Negro students inWhite enrollment in the region
present furor over desegregtion integration leader, the Rev. Ir.
Clinton. Tenn., where in Cain was among the handful died down in the city.
numbers 10.173.399. The Negro Georgia, Mississippi, and South Ported institutions of higher volved in college-level desegreL. Shuttlesworth, was freed on
enrollment represents 23.3 per Carolina as well as in Arkansas, learning, with 139 known to be gation is unknown since most of 1956 he entered the previous- of Negroes who continued to
A federal judge, meanwhile, $1,000 appeal bond last Thurscent of the 13.261,660 total en- Florida. Louisiana, North Caro- desegregated in practice or prin- the border states no longer re- ly all-white high school and attend the school. In June was expected to decide in Mont- day on his conviction
on two
lina and Virginia which have ciple. Other schools are believed port enrollment by
rollment.
race. How- soon became a victim of vi- 1957 he became Clinton gomery in an injunction suit breach of the peace charges.
ever,
High's
first
Negro
attacks.
racial
However,
the
cious
newly
Thirteen Southern and border
whether police officers in the The charges resulted from two
revised "Statistical Summary" reports for
Alabama capital city interfered cases of bus station violence in
&States, and the District of Cothe first time several of the
with interstate bus travel by Birmingham last month in con9111Rumbia, now have 783 school
states' college enrollments by
failing to protect the "Freedom nection with the "freedom
districts with desegregation at
race.
Riders" attacked by a white rider" movement.
the elementary or high school
mob May 20.
levels, compared to 777 districts
COURT BACKLOG
Birmingham Police CommisCity Po/ice Commissioner L. sioner Eugene
at the end of 1960.
The summary lists 205 court
(Bull) Connor
B.
Sullivan
admitted
he
did
not
Four states — Alabama, Georsaid he believed Shuttlesworth
cases filed in state and federal
assign extra officers to the bus was the person
gia. Mississippi and South Carocourts on segregation, desegremost responsible
NASHVILLE — "Youhave out of town or quit school. By station although he knew
the for mob violence in the city
lina — have no desegregated
gation and related issues. Mis- contributed
a new tool and a June of 1957 Bobby Cain made riders were coming, but he
de- May 14 and 17. The minister
school districts, although Georsissippi is the only state having
new dimension to a never-end- history and the other f ive nied he deliberately failed
to was sentenced to six months in
gia is scheduled to get its first
had no litigation.
ing struggle," New York Post were promoted to the next offer protection.
biracial public schools in Atlanjail and $1,000 in fines, but filLegislatures of 15 states have writer Ted Poston told the 331- grade. Since that time Miss Gail
ta next September by court ored an immediate appeal.
adopted 342 new laws and reso- man class at Tennessee State Ann Epps, from the original 12 HUNGER STRIKE
der.
lutions to prevent, restrict or University's 49th Commence- graduated from Clinton High In another integration pres- In Mississippi, the Hinds
sure development. 41 jailed County Penal
These 783 desegregated d i scontrol school desegregation. ment Monday.
and enrolled at Tennessee State
Commission met
"Freedom Riders" in Jackson. last week to
tricts make up 28 per cent of
Most of the legislation has been
hear a report on
A three-thousand plus audi- but dropped out during the Miss., continued an announced
the region's 2,813 biracial disadded to statute books since
investigation
of charges prison
ence of parents and friends sophomore year.
hunger strike for the second farm
tricts—those having students of
1954, although a few laws were packed Kean
superintendent
Max
Hall to witness the "Freedom Rider" Lucretia
both races, whether segregated
enacted in anticipation of the ceremony and listen to alumnus Collins, honor graduate, march- straight day. Friday, declaring Thomas slapped a Negro girl
or not. Out of the region's 6.U.S. Supreme Court's 1954 de- (class of 28) Poston praise the ed and received her degree along they would not eat until the and broke her glasses because
government does something she did not refer
663 school districts, 3,850 are
cision.
to him as
sit-in and freedom ride efforts. with the 304 bachelors and 27 about racial segregation in
the "sir."
uniracial — either all-white or
The latest edition of the semi- "For nothing that has hap- masters degree people who
south."
all-Negro enrollments.
The girl, Jean Thompson, 19,
annual summary has been ex- pened in my native south during heard Poston reveal that for the
Officers in both jails where made the charges on
akFEW MIX
panded to include new informa- my lifetime has so clarified a first time in the country's hisher rethe
Riders
were
being
held
for
lease from jail on appeal bond
W/ The 783 desegregated districts
tion. A "Chronology of Major
great moral issue in terms which tory, the Federal Government attempting to break down bus earlier
in the week and Thomhave an enrollment of 3,106,130
Desegregation
Developments" even the most recalcitrant can is "urging you to make t h e and train depot segregation in
as was suspended pending the
whites and 706,163 Negroes. Almost of your opportunity to encovers the main events and court understand,"
he said.
Mississippi
appeared
unconcerninvestigation.
ter federal service."
though 22.9 per cent of the redecisions on the issue from 1936
ed. Some said the Riders had
Using "Your Future On the "The beautiful
Now jailed in Jackson are 6
gion's Negro enrollment is in
through 1961.
majorette for been seen
speakFrontier"
topic,
as
munching
a
New
candy
bars
whites, 28 Negro men and 7
the desegregated districts, only
Under "Statistical Develop- er Poston gave the class precise Tennessee State University's na- and other snacks
since the Negro girls. All were arrested
30.2 per cent of these 706,163
ments from 1954," the change figures on increased opportuni- tionally televised Aristocrat of strike began last
week.
and convicted in recent bus and
Negro students attend schools
Bands, braved the first wave of
over the past years is recorded
Charles Haynie, a white stu- train trips to the
ties in industry, government Freedom Riders
with whites.
CARDINAL RUGAMBWA
Mississippi
that triggered dent
by school districts, enrollment
at Cornell university, said capital in which
technical fields.
When the last SEFtS "Statistithe Montgomery riot and was
they sought to
in desegregated districts, and and
the hunger strike would con- end segregation
Newsman Poston painted a jailed in
cal Summary" was published. in
laws.
Jackson,
Miss. Miss tinue
enrollment in biracial schools. vivid word - picture of the
until U. S. Atty. Can
November, 1960. the region had
Another table lists the status rapid-fire progress made in Collins returned to Nashville Robert F. Kennedy
sees that
195,625 Negroes in biracial
from Jackson's jail to march
of all the districts under court
"racial
relations
by
heroic
sturestriction" in interstate
race
schools, or 6,3 per cent of the
with her class.
order to desegregate, noting the
travel
is
actions.
lifted.
dent
region's Negro enrollmEnt. Alcourt and date of the decision.
Haynie telephoned his wife
"In dramatizing this simple,
most all of the 17,907 gain ocThe "Statistical Summary" but far-reaching concept, your
in Ithaca, N. Y.. and dictated
curred in the Maryland figure,
carries a map on its cover show- generation has done much f o r
a telegram announcing the
which jumped by 17,871 because
ing the percentage of desegre- race and for country," he thestrike. She sent it to the atof a change in the method of regation
in each state. The book- orized. "In some cases, you have
WASHINGTON, June 5 — Cardinal Rugambwa is the
torney general.
porting the statistics.
APSLEY, Ont. — (UPI) —
let is available from SERS at snatched the mantle of leaderNASHVILLE. Tenn. — (UPI) Another white Cornell stuThe figure previously includ- Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, aux-I first Negro member of the
Police and wildlife officials
one
dollar a copy.
ship from your elders." Poston — Lawyers for a convicted rap- dent. Peter Sterling. 20. was
ed only Negroes attending for- iliary bishop of New ,York Sacred College of Cardinals.
Wednesday for the percontinued.
ist are appealing his death sen- released from jail when he paid looked
merly all-white schools but the will speak at pontifical mass A detailed schedule of
However, two graduating tence on grounds the 1932 and $197 in fines. He said he had son or persons who caught
new summary figure includes by Laurian Cardinal Rugamb- events is being arranged. Fol- HAWAIIAN DOG HOUSES
seniors . . . Bobby L. Cain and 1956 state laws defining rape to take final examinations and 20,000 speckled trout.
Negroes attending with whites wa of Tanganyika Sunday, lowing luncheon at the uni- Hawaiian hospitality
extends Lucretia Collins, were of the and setting penalties for t h e was planning to be married However, they didn't expect
in formerly all-Negro schools. June 18. at the National versity, the prelate will re- even to the
the fisherman to boast about
canine world. North- original 12 to integrate riot- crime are void.
soon.
Four states have gained ad- Shrine of the Immaculate ceive a citation at 3 p.m. from east Orient
Airline stewardess- torn Clinton High school in the. Lawyers for Clayton Dawson. Jackson Mayor Allen Thomp- this $10,000 catch.
ditional districts desegreagted Conception.
Catholic University. A r c h- es, vacationing at the Naniloa
fall of 1956. Bobby, a sociology ,a Negro convicted of raping a son said of the strike: "The food The fish were taken from a
since the last issue of the sum- The mass will begin at 4 bishop Egidio Vagnozzi, apos- Hotel
on the island of Hawaii, major, became the first NegroImother and daughter, said that will be put out for them and if nearby fish hatchery in this
mary. Kentucky increased by p.m.
tolic delegate, will be host at discovered a dog house. Pur- graduate of Clinton, Tennessee the
state legislature was improp- they don't eat it, that is entirely community, about 40 miles
two to 130. Texas added two
dinner following the pontifical pose is to provide a "home prep school in 1957.
from Peterborough.
erly seated since it had ignored up to them."
for 132, Oklahoma rose by one
mass.
away from home" for Towser During his turbulent senior since 1901 the constitutional pro- INJUNCTION SUIT
Officials said that someone
to 190, and Tennessee moved
From 4 to 6 p.m. Monday when he is traveling with his year in high school, Bobby saw vision legislative reapportionU. S. Middle District Judge may have taken the fish to
up to seven desegregated d i aJune 19, Cardinal Rugambwa family.
six of the initial 12 either move ment each 10 years.
Frank M. Johnson, Jr., who stock a private lake.
tricts.
will be honored at a reception
Ninety-eight per cent of the
South's desegregated Negro stu- SPRINGFIELD, T e n. — at Georgetown College. His
n
itinerary includes Notre Dame
dents, or 209.224, live in t h e
— Service station op- University, Boston, New Ro•border states of Delaware, Dis- (UPI)
erator James V. Sharp lived chelle, N. Y. (June 10), Marytrict of Columbia, Kentucky,
police report- knoll at Ossining, N. Y. (June
Maryland. Missouri, Oklahoma up to his name,
they placed him behind 11), Brooklyn (June 17),
and West Virginia. Together ed as
Washington and on June 20,
these states have 14 per cent of bars.
sign Philadelphia. He plans to
the total Negro enrollment, or Sharp installed a large
claiming his gasoline sold for leave for home June 23.
436.429.
Motorists
The remaining two per cent, /5.9 cents per gallon.
or 4,308. of the Negroes in bi- complained that a smaller sign KOREA
NOTED
racial schools are in the seven next to the fuel pumps, print- FOR
TEMPLES
states having 51 per cent of the ed in small letters with a ballregion's Negro enrollment. Ar- point pen, allowed Sharp's Ancient temples provide good
Louisiana, price did not include 11.6 cents photo subjects for tourists to
Florida.
ai kansas.
Seoul, Korea. Some of the temIF North Carolina, Tennessee. Tex- tax per gallon.
as and Virginia have a Negro en- He was charged with fraud- ples date from 57 B.C. A notulent advertising and bound ed one is the 1200-year old Bud'
rollment of 1.548,136.
The four segregated states over to the circuit court grand one of the most beautiful and
historical ones in the world.
have almost 36 per cent of tin jury.

to

Urge Tenn.State Grads
Seek U.S.Employment

Cardinal Rugambwa To Be
Cited From Catholic Univ

Appeal Rapist's
Death Sentence
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Merry
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'June Wedding !
Sorosis Entertain
For Miss
J. Fritzgerold
Lavish Cocktail

With
Part

a
•

Miss Janice Anita Fltzgerald, the great-niece of Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Jones, 386 Lucy Sorosis Social club enter- and Mrs. W. Wilks, the Debon•
ave., plans a June wedding to tained a number of its friends aires, Mrs. F. Franklin, James
Leandra Cunningham of 1069 with a cocktail party recently Houston, Eugene Doss, Bobby
at the Top Hat & Tails club. Harris, George King, Ernes
•
Cummings at.
Tables were covered with Walker, James Rhodes, JamesW
Both are
lace, cloth, centered with silver Partee, Oscar W. Douglas, Mrs.
graduates of
•
candelabra with pink carna- Beatrice Crenshaw, Mrs. S.
B ooker T.
tions adding the floral touch. Smith and Mrs. W. Wharle
W a s hington
Hors d'oeuvres were t I, e and daughter.
high school.
main dish of the night.
Officers of the club are
•
Miss FitzPresent were Mrs. Ellen Mrs. Helen King, president;
gerald
is
the
Knight,
Mrs.
111:•••as -l•assauwieusimaiarr..
Frankie Williams, Mrs. Laths Douglas, who has
Ass
,
g r a nddaughMrs. Catherine Grady, Mrs. left on vacation. Members are
'Midst commencements and given by his groomsmen
t e r of Mrs.
and
Ancy Ingram, Mrs. Gladys Mrs. Elsie Jones, Mrs. Elizaweddings, members of the ushers at Tony's Inn, prior
Amanda Warr
to MISS OATES
Dortch, Mr. and Mrs. Howard beth Houston, Mrs, Ann Boyd,
MANOR — Th• runnerups were Miss Lloyd
Central region of Jack and his recent wedding to
funnitur• store. Dollar and Mr. and
lovely The Manassas
Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mrs. Annie Mae Pettis, Mrs.
YWCA Fam- Phyllis Tillman. third (left) store, Jim's
Jill of America, Inc., met in Gloria Dean Spight.
Bar-B-Ou• and Mrs. Jesse J. Fitzgerald Rogers, Mrs. and Mrs. George Ardelia McGhee and Mrs.
ily night committee cli- and Miss
Memphis a fortnight ago, when We've often wondered
Carol Wilson. sec- Lucille Joyner's flower shop. Fitzgerald of West Memphis, Harvey, Mrs.
about maxed its Miss
Amelia Wiley, Doris Bowers.
Oates Manor ond. All girls are students at These
the Memphis chapter was host just what goes on at
girls will travel with Ark. She is the great-grand- Mrs. Elizabeth Plunkett, Mrs.
a bache- contest by crowning
Miss
to the regional meeting.
Manassas
high school. Gifts the Y-Teens on the educa- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Evon Hawkins.
lor affair. Is it something like
BUR K-HALL
The Universal Life Insur- a party when 'les girls' gather Lavon Erwin (c•nt•rh to the winners were given tion tour of T•nn•ss•e. Richard McCullough of 250
Mrs. Lille B. Love, Mr. and
daughter
of
Mrs.
Louise
ErThe House of Fine Paint
by
Koffman
furniture store, (Photo by M. S. Ford-)
ance company was headquar- for a "hen session"? ? ? PerAlston
ave.
and
the
Mrs.
late
Mr.
D.
Exum,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
win as "Miss Oates Manor."
Phone RE 5-6161
ters for the meeting; and Mrs. haps this falls under the realm
and Mrs. William C. Jenkins. Freddie King, Mr. and Mrs.
Ann L. Weathers served as of "things we'll never know!"
Cunningham is the son of Charles Thomas, Mrs. Theresia
general chairman for the host However, very much aware of Currie will share the bill with
Mr. and Mrs. Kelley Cunning- Tabor, Miss Cornelia Crengroup. Mrs. A. M. Briscoe of the fun which ensued were reknown contemporary writham, the grandson of Mr. and shaw, Mrs. Willie Mae Ash, 410 E. Broadway
West Memphis
er and poet, Carl Sandburg,
Memphis presided over the Elliott McKinney of East St.
Mrs. Sol Collins of Walls, Mrs. Meidye Butts Marsh, Mr.
business session in her capac- Louis, Ill.; Fred Brown, Atty. Who will be given a citation
Miss. and Mrs. Idella Lewis and Mrs. H. Hoover, Mr. and
for several recent works.
ity of regional director.
and the late Mr. Lewis.
H. T. Lockard, bon Jackson,
Mrs. M. Madison, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Currie accompanied her
The couple will live in Mem- J. McKinley, Mrs. Abbey
At the business session, Mrs. Emerson Able, Bobby Winlock husband
to California, both of
phis.
of
Los
Angeles, Calif.; L. W.
Hannah Atkins of Oklahoma
Crump, Mr. and Mrs. Haytheir expenses paid both ways Miss Lily Patricia Walker and Mrs. A. A. Latting will
FOR ANY RADIO OR TV
City, Okla., was elected direct- Williams, Harold Winfrey, by the
wood Nichols, Mr. and Mrs.
organization. He's real- has announced the plans for be hosts at a cocktail party at
WE CAN'T FIX
Thomas
Doggett,
Edward Red- ly
or of the region, and Mrs.
Edward Porter.
in the big league now, hav- her wedding to Harold Rout- ther home complimenting the
THIS AD WORTH $1.00
Eleanor Harthcox of Pine ditt, Leon Davis, Eddison Mor- ing rubbed
Percy
McCauley,
Orange,
D.
hac
Shaw
on
Saturday,
June young couple and out-of-town
shoulders with one
The La Juliette Social and Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ward,
Bluff, Ark , was voted secre- rison, Walter Martin, Walter of America's
on TV Service
foremost pro- 17, at Mississippi Blvd. guests.
Charity club held its annual Mr. and Mrs. Willie Doriehety,
Evans, George Trotter, Wiltary-treasurer.
TV HOME CALLS
Christian
church.
ponents
of
the
present image
Mrs. W. W. Gibson and Mrs. Fashionette Tea recently at
ham
Mardis,
George
'Tubert, of THE
Following registration and
$2.30 plus Ports
AMERICAN DREAM. Miss Walker is the daughter A. A. Branch of Tougaloo, the Oates Manor auditorium Mr. and Mrs. Willie Moore,
Julius Ray, Mr. and Mrs. Willie
opening session, a panel dis- Jesse Wilburn, Eddie L. Cur- We attended the beautiful of Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Miss, will entertain
Easy Credit for Anyone
at brunch on Manassas st. Narrator for Benford, Mrs. Elsie Robinson,
rie,
Harold
Osborn,
Wallace
mission of "Keeping Tuned to
reception of Mr. and Mrs. An- Maceo Walker, and grand for the bridal party and out-of- the fashions was Miss Edwinor
Tommie Snipes, Mr. and Mrs.
JA 5-0427
Your Child's Needs". Panel- Wilburn, jr., and Fredric Let- drew Dancy. sr., which com- daughter of the late Dr. and town guests on
Friday morn- Porter, who was presented by
cher.
ists were Mrs. Georgia V.
plimented their son, Andrew Mrs. J. E. Walker of Memphis ing; and that same night, Mrs. Bernice Leatherwood W. Ross, Mn, and Mrs. E. ElOutside Antenna Service
REHEARSAL
DINNER
roid,
Mrs. Naomi Gochett.
Harvey, Fred Joseph, J. A.
and Dr. G. W. Stanley Ish, sr., following the wedding
rehears- Maclin.
The night before the swank Dancy, jr., and his beautiful
Beauchamp and Robert M
bride, last Tuesday night at of Little Rock, Ark., and the al, the bride-to-be's aunt. Mrs. Miss Porter was attired in Mr. and Mrs. W. Dukes, Mr.
nuptials
of
Willie
Lindsey
and
Ratcliffe. Mrs. Helen Hooks
their home on Edith st. The late Mrs. Lily Johnson Ish of Julian Kelso will be the host- a blue floral silk dress, match- President of the club is Mrs.
the former Miss Spight, the
was the Moderator.
lovely new Mrs. Dancy has an Little Rock.
ess of the rehearsal dinner ing hat and white accessories. Elnora Harris. Mrs. Elvira
groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Walker's bridesmaids given at her home at
engaging personality . . and
Lovely lady delegates at- Willie
1109 Refreshments were served Franklin is the club's secreLindsey, Sr., were hosts
they stopped over in Memphis will be Miss Marjorie Toliver Mississippi blvd.
tending the conference were
by Mrs. Mildred Riley, con- tary and Mrs. Mary B. Reeves
at an al fresco rehearsal din.
200 North Main
Mrs. Atkins, Mrs, Harthcox,
on the way to the West Coast of Cincinnati, Ohio; Miss Prior to the wedding, Dr. sultant for the Pet Milk co
is the reporter.
ner party, held on the back
where they'll combine honey- Myrna Randolph of Baltimore, and Mrs. G. W. Stanley lab, jr.
Mrs. Elizabeth Rodgers Of lawn of their home on
Azalia moon and hospital work,
Kansas City, Mo., Mesdames
be- Md., her cousin, Miss Annette will be hosts at a pre-wedding
st.
Daisy Shaw, Priscilla Howard, The
fore returning to Nashville, Foster of Nashville, Tenn.; luncheon.
expansive lawn was a
Tenn., in the Fall, where they'll Miss Argretta Whittaker; her OUT OF TOWN GUESTS
Etta Walker and Gladys L. cool
and refreshing backcousin, Mrs. Carole Letting
Davis, all of Jackson, Tenn.,
More than 60 out-of-town
ground for the refreshment make their home while Mr. Callaway
of Carbondale, Ill.; guests will come to Memphis
and Mesdames Della Phipps,
table which was laden with Dancy completes his medical Miss
Norma Walton of Cleve- to attend the pre-parties and
Von Gordon and Marie Phillips
training at Meharry. Combintasty supper fare . . . and its
ing beauty and brains, Mrs. land, Ohio; and her maid of the wedding, which will draw
of Pine Bluff, Ark.
acccompanying dancing area
The charming group were was
Dancy has been an assistant honor will be Miss Lulah nation-wide coverage including
the scene of much gay
McEwen.
entertained at luncheon at
Jet's Gerrie Major of N e w
dancing by the scores of young in the psychology department
Groomsmen will be Law- York City.
Davidson's and at a banquet
Fisk.
at
guests who were for the most
WESTINGHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS
the same night at the Univer- part
The young couple were mar- rence Shaw, the bride-groommembers of the large
ried in a ceremony of far- to-be's brother, who will serve
1, where addresses by Louis bridal
party.
reaching interest on June 3 at as best man; James Biggs and CONFINED
Hobson, principal of MaGuests attending the party
the Westwood Baptist church. Lawyer Burkes of Chicago, Rev. C. J. Gaston, managernassas high school, Dr. Vasco were
Mrs. Riberta Lindsey
Hollis Price, Herman A. director of the Griggs Business
She is the daughter of Mrs.
Smith, and Jesse H. Turner,
Smith, Miss Vearnealure PatJarman Payne Smith of Nash- Gilliam, Walter Gibson, James College and pastor of St. PeI'llAACP local president and
terson, Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Haynes of Louisville, Ky. ter's Baptist church, was conville.
ehier of the Tri-State Bank,
Pinkston, Miss Phyllis Brooks,
Coverage of the reception Assisting as junior ushers will fined to Kennedy Veterans hosgive delegates and local mem- Mrs.
LET US PUT CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING OR
Sylvia Lindsey Hoffman,
held Tuesday will be forth- be the bride-to-be's brother, pital. His condition was termbers the benefit of their wide Mr.
WINDOWS UNITS IN YOUR HOME.
and Mrs. Louis Addison,
ed
"improving
a
little."
A.
Maceo
coming
in our next issue.
Walker, jr. and Wilexperiences, in their fields and Miss
Juanita Moore, Miss OuiHe
has
been
MONEY
•
DOWN
•
NO
•
FIRST NOTE - JULY 1ST
complaining
liam
0.
Speight
at parents.
da Vaulx, Miss Janice Suggs,
about his health for several
We mentioned some time SCORES OF PARTIES
'Informally, there was much Rev. and
Special
School
Teachers
Deals
—
Mrs. Freeman CoopScores of parties will fete months.
back that Harriet Davis attendditopping in to meet the charm- er, Mr.
"You Can Be Sure With Westinghouse"
and Mrs. L. D. Ewell,
ed her class reunion at Nash- the outstanding nuptials, Ining delegates . . . and Liz Miss
Jean Frances Brown,
Arthur R. Jones, Salesman He is as near as your Telephone
ville, Tenn., where she was cluding a record shower given Select onions that are bright.
Rodgers. Della Phipps and Mr.
and Mrs. George Stevens,
joined by her former room- by Mrs. Leland Atkins, Mrs. clean, firm and well-shaped
UNION AVENUE
Marie Phillips the guests of Mr.
1161
BR 4-8700
and Mrs. Emerson Able,
mate and friend, Mrs. Damon W. 0, Speight, Jr., and Mrs. with dry skins.
tbe Phil Booths. It was at the Walter Martin,
Mr. and Mrs. (Rachel Carter) Lee of Los Frederick
Rivers, at Mrs.
Bitoth's lovely home that so Edward
E. Redditt, Wallace Angeles,
Atkins' residence at 1940 South
Calif.
much fun was had with the Wilburn,
jr., John E. Wyatt,
$9.00 PER MONTH
They were the houseguests Parkway East on Monday
three charming matrons. . . Mr. and Mrs.
James U. Spight of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Thom- evening,
June 12.
reminiscing over trips made Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Whalum,
as. A wonderful weekend was
On the following afternoon,
to'Pine Bluff and Kansas City, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Doggett, spent with other members
of Mrs. H. A. Gilliam and Mrs.
Mo., where Your scribe stopped Edison
Morrison, Mr. and Mrs.
Buys You A Fine
the class who came to Nash- Gerald Howell will cormliment
with Mrs. Rodgers, along with Harold
Winfrey, George Wat- ville. about 30 in all.
the popular bride-elect with
Alma Booth and Melba Bris- kins.
Herman Rankins, Rev.
The Thome s' feted the an ash tray shower, at Mrs.
roe, when the same regional and
Mrs. Eddie L. Currie, Mr. group with
a posh cocktail Gilliam's home on the Parkmeeting was held there sum- and Mrs.
Harold Osborne.
party . . . and another party way.
mer before last.
James Strickland, Elliott
01 Al? Hew AurnItur•
following the Thomas' was Miss Walker will also be
Champagne bubbled freely
McKinney, Mr. and Mrs. Robgiven for the members of the complimented at a kitchen
with conviviality. . .attested ert Fields, Mr. and
HUGE SELECTIONS
Mrs. Robert olass by Mr. and Mrs. Oscar shower
given by Mrs. H. H.
by Margaret Spearman, for- Mebane, Miss
COMPLETE — STYLISH
Ada M. Ate. Jackson, he was the class Johnson
and Mrs. Harry Cash
mer Memphian who accompa- man, Rev. and
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
Mrs. A. Mc- president. Dr. and Mrs. C. J on Wednesday
nied the Pine Bluff delegates Ewen Williams,
evening.
VALUES
Miss Ann Walker complimented Harriet Another
to; the city, and visited with Kirk, Miss
pre-wedding party
Lavonia Summer- and Rachel at a breakfast will
be a breakfast fete given
her family. The Robert M. ise, Mr. and
Mrs. Friz Cath- party .
'and Nashville's for members of the bridal party
Ratcliffes, the James Herndons ing,
Open 9 '711 9
Mrs. Jimmie Hill, Mrs.
Alumni chapter of Kappa Al- and out-of-town wedding
and the Leon Fosters. . . .and Annie Dell
Bier e, Mr. ad
Free Delivery
pha Psi fraternity's Annual guests by Mrs. J. L. Brinkley
els° by Harriette Davis, Melba Mrs. Will
Cloyd, Mr. and Spring Black and White for- and
Mrs. Floyd Campbell on
Briscoe, new regional director Mrs. Harrison
Summerise, RoFURNITURE BY
mal was the same weekend — Thursday morning, June 15.
Hannah Atkins, Von Gordon,
7 zell Summerise, Mrs. Daisey a
rid there was much "passing On the same afternoon, Mrs.
Sallie Bartholomew and Lois Martin, Miss
Geraldine Brown, t
he loving cup around." An- Vasco Smith will compliment
tiergraves.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Dula, 0
ther compliment for Harriet the bride-elect and her fiance
Credit the following Mem- Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Winlock
phis J&J's for the well planned of L„ Angeles. Calif., miss Iand Rachel was the lovely and out of town guests at
uncheon party given by Mr. luncheon at Top Hat and Tails 3574
sleeting: Registration: Mes- ,loam n
PARK
FA 4-3167
Lindsey, Mrs. Margaret a
nd Mrs. L. Holland. Dr. Cath- Club; and that night, Atty.
lames Leola C. Cillian, chair- McGee,
Miss Jewel Gentry and e
sister,
Horrine White and
man; Othella Shannon, Alice
Mrs. C. C. Sawyer.
ense, gave a Sunday evening
4.ilpatrick, Evelyn Iles and CHIT
CHAT
dinner for the two popular
line Lowe.
Mrs. A. A. Latting flew up Tennessee Alumnae. Lus h
Program: Mesdames Lois C.,
to New York City last week- hospitality W85 extended by
Rargraves. chairman, Othella,
lend for a round of shopping, Dr. and Mrs. A. P. Johnson
Shannon. Melba Briscoe, Helembefore
going on to Poughkeep- (the former Sadie Galloway)
Hooks, Maxine Smith, Mary
sic, N. Y. to see her daugh(station-to-station calls, only)
gave a smart dinner party for
*Williams, Sue lab, Alma
ter, Jean graduate from Oak- Rachel, Harriet and Jesse
Bpoth, Mildred Jordan, Allegra
wood Preparatory school. Bradshaw of Chicag o, the
Terrier and Helen Houston.
There she was joined by her three being close friends durHousing: Mesdames Louise
Dad, and Jean's grandfather, ing their years on "The Hill."
It's Fast! It's Fun! It's Easy!
Whittaker. chairman: Marietta
J. G. Ish, of Chicago, who The Johnson home is a showLatting and Virgie Sawyer.
also was on hand for Jean's
place of the South, on NashSocial: Mesdames Sallie Bar- Mg
Imagine sitting in your living room and—with a few spins of the
day.
ville's Gold Coast, situated on
tholomew. chairman: Ruth
dial—be talking with friends or loved ones hundreds of miles away!
Following commencement at
an acre of land — complete
Lewis, Thelma Davidson. Jewel
Dialing your own Long Distance calls is the fastest way in the
Poughkeepsie, Mrs. La tting with swimming pool. bat h
Speight, Bertha Ray and Joyce
world to keep in touch. And, you always get the low station-totook Jean to Gotham for a
house and every single thing
Pinkston.
round of Broadway shows, bestation rate. Call someone now!
to be desired in gracious livDecorations: Mrs. Georgia
fore winding their way back ing anywhere in the world.
Lynom. chairman; Mrs. Mary
to the Big M. for the stellar HAILS CLOSE OF SCHOOL
The inside front cover of your
Braswell, Mrs. Ethelyn Earls,
wedding of their cousin, Lily Little Judy Letting celenew telephone directory gives
Mrs. Addie Owen.
Patricia Walker.
brated the close of school last
'Photographer: Mrs. Louise
complete directions for dialing
•• •
Wednesday with a casual parDavis, chairman; Minnie Mae
your own Long Distance calls.
Time really passes as at- ty with some of her friends
Woods and Jessie McNeely.
On Page 1 you will find a list of
tested by the fact that handat the home of her parents,
;Theme and Evaluation: Mes- some
the most frequently called cities
Augustus White gradu- Atty. and Mrs. A. A. Latting.
dames Alma Booth, chairman; ates
you can dial direct.
from Stanford University's Judy was assisted in receivMemphis
Allegra Turner. Mildred Jor- Medical
school at Palo Alto, ing her guests by Erma Laws,
iiiin end Helen Houston.
Calif., this week. His aunt, family friend
a
. Place: Mrs. Harriet Walker, Mrs.
On Your 10th Anniversary
SPIN A DIAL and
A. D. (Addie) Jones
Germantown
Guests enjoying games,
chairman; Mrs. Bernice Wil- joined
her sister, Mrs. Vivian dancing and looking cute in
THE NATION
SPAN
liams.
White, of Clevelan d, Ohio,
play togs, while roasting wetSouvenirs and Kits: Mrs. where
Collierville
they jetted to the West ners on the patio were Etta
Juanita Arnold, chairman.
Coast for Gus' big day.
Sue Ish, cousin of the hostess.
Mrs. Harriet L. Davis served
•••
Sharon Lewis, Paula Pinkas secretary of finance and
Arlington
Last week in Los Angeles, ston, Willie Mae Jackson, LizMrs Emma Tom Johnson was well-known Rev.
Eddie Cur- zie Letting. cousin of the hosgeneral secretary of the meet- rie was feted
at the annual tess from Helena, Ark., Diing. Mrs. Johnson is also the Statute of
Liberty Award din- anne, Sandra and Trinier
president of the Memphis ner
for his work in behalf of Steinberg, Othella Marie SawChapter of the organization. civil
right* in this area, spe- yer, "Candy" Walker, cousin
695 MISSISSIPPI BLVD.
BACHELOR DINNER
cifically in Brownsville. Tenn., of the hostess and for whom
, Genial Willie Eugene Lind- and
will receive the organiza- Judy invited some more little
Mike Lazarine, Manager
say was top man on the totem tion's award
The occasion is guests — Judy Burford and
able at a posh bachelor party particularly
auspicious, as Rev. her cousin, Debbie Evans.
I
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JACKSONVILLE, F 1 a. —
(UPI) — Jacksonville's four
city-owned swimming pools—
target of a new integration atMrs. Anna L. Cooke, who of Jackson have just returned
tempt—were closed Monday.
writes the Jackson Scene from New York City for a
George C. Robinson, execuweekly is still vacationing inkhort vacation and to witness
tive director of the city recreation department, said no
New York City with her little4he graduation of their daughdecision had been reached on
daughter, Elsie Louise.
tter, Mrs. Joyce A. Clarke
whether to reopen the pools.
She will visit several other Bowles of Chattanooga, Tenn.,
A group of about 12 Neplaces of interest in the East who received an advanced degroes wentt to one of the pools
and Canada before the return- gree from
Sunday, but found it closed
Columbia univering trip to Jackson.
because of bad weather.
sity in New York City
A Negro spokesman said he
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Clarke Lawrence
Theis should be
would file a petition in fedcomplimented for the excellent
eral court asking that whoA GUIDE TO GOOD
job that he has done for the
ever was responsible for closBoy Scoutts of the J. F. Lane
ing the pools be cited for conDivision which is composed of
tempt.
19 counties in West Tennessee,.
ISSUED ORDER
PLANNING COMMITTEE— of city and parochial schools. Chambers. Mrs. Fannie Delk
Theis has done well in the
Members of the Beta Epsilon The affair was held at Owen and Mrs. Hattie Smith. Other
U.S. District Court Judge
I organization and should be
Omega chapter, Alpha Kappa college. From left seated are committee members, n
Bryan Simpson issued an ort
GRACE WILLIAMScommended by. the people of.
Alpha. planning committee go Miss Sheridan Hicks, Miss shown. are Mrs. Lillian Crowder last January forbidding
this location.
over final plans for their Carole Jamison, chairman; der, Mrs. Mortis Ewell, Mrs.
the city from operating any
Your writer has had the
"Evening With The AKA's" and Miss Velma Lois Jones. Ernestine Guy, Mrs. Elma
segregated recreation facili•Long, long ago primitive privilege of visiting him
reception held last Sunday Standing, from left are Mrs. Mardis, Mrs. Rod Rita Olive
at, CUT CAKE -- Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Walter Eason of 250- ties. City Atty. William A.
man used to cook his food camp and camperee and has'
honoring all 1961 graduates Verna Alien, Mrs. Juanita and Mrs. Allie Mae Roberts.
Daniel Odiun are about to cut D Ayers at. The bridegroom Hallowes said the order did
outdoors over an open fire. He spent several days at different
their cake during a reception is the son of Mr. and M r s. not specify, however, that the
knew no other way to do it. intervals and I think he should
immediately after their wed. Charlie Odurn of 2989 Peggy city could not close its pools
LAST TIME AROUND
Cowboys and the early ex- be given a "pat on the back"
ding ceremonies at Emman- rd. He is employed at the E. or other facilities.
plorers also cooked this way. for a good job well done.
uel Baptist church on Ayres L. Bruce company. and a
The pools opened Saturday
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — No
The open fire was the easiest The Scouts and Scoutmas- it., Sunday, June 4.
more TV spectaculars for RosaTheir member of the U.S. Naval for the three month summer
and most convenient way to tars are getting ready to leave vows were exchanged before Air Reserve Training
lind Russell. "1 did two TV
Unit seaso n. No incidents or atcook in the wild west. Today, for camp the last of June. Let's Rev. W. E. Ragsdale. T h e VP
shows — and no more for me."
Squadron 792. (Eddie Let tempts to desegregate the pools,
millions of people with modern see to it as loyal citizens that bride is the former Miss Beu- Williams photo)
she said. ''As far as I'm conwere reported.
gas and electric ranges cook they go in grand style.
cerned the medium is too fast—
lah Eason, daughter of Mr.
Robinson said the pools
outdoors. It satisfies their
and too fleeting."
were closed because of a seyearning for adventure and
vere thunderstorm.
its a good way to enjoy the
Robinson said last week the 'F•
The United States produces
fellowship of friends.
four pools would be closed if
about 39 per cent of the world's
Even though cooking out is
any attempt was made to inelectricity — more than any
the simpliest form of cooking
tegrate a single one. Three of ai
other country. Russia is second
there are a few tricks of-thethe pools are for white use
with 12.1 per cent.
Musing: When man has done is 17 and I am 13. Her b o y
and one for Negroes.
out-door-cooking trade that
his level best . . . I fan- friend is always taking her on
you must know before you car,
cy God is satisfied He hay rides. Since I am her litconsider yourself an outdoor
need not be in splendor tle brother do you think it
chef. For example, a grill
dressed . . Known north would be all right for me to get
thermometer is an accurate
and South, East and West a date and ask my sister if we
way of telling temperature, Born at E. H. Crump hasp:- 1581 Britton.
1Mrs. T. J. Clark of 15W. Caro. . . Nor tread the path of could go with them? I like hay
Daughter. Pamela. to Mr. lina.
ut a real backyard chef can tal •
pride: . . . If he is earnest rides, too. Brother.
and Mrs. Albert Ervin of 1371
ludge the heat with his hand. MAY' 27
Daughter. Joslyn, to Mr. and
in the test
. God knows
Dear Brother: Don't tag
A slow fire of about 275 de- Daughter. DeVerne, to Mr. Arabs.
Mrs. Jimmy Taylor of 1435 I I
how hard he tried. Select- along with sister when she is
CROUND 11005
grees Fahrenheit Ls one over and Mrs. Lawrence Johnson of Daughter. to Mr. and Mrs. Stonewall
ed.
(To
be
Members
of
Beta
Epsilon
continued)
hitting
the hay: There is too
STERICK BUILDING
Albert Rayford of 300 Jones.
which you can hold your hand 3544 YokleY rd.
Son, Steven, to Mr. and Omega Chapter of Alpha Kap'WHIR, f055
VOU
Dear Carlotta: I have a girl great an age spread between
at food level for four seconds. Daughter Demobra. to Mr. Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Adolphus Carter of 1445
air PRIIIRINTIAL
pa Alpha sorority busied them- friend who is 16 and had never you to double date. unless her
A medium fire, 300 degrees and Mrs. Noble Owens of 1857 Nathaniel Peete of 323 Dixie Rayr
ner.
3.
StilViCE '
selves making plans for an gone out on a date. She is very date invites you, don't count
S. Parkway E.
Mall.
Fahrenheit. t a k esa three
MAY 31
affair complimenting girl gradon it.
second count and two seconds Son, to Mr. and Mrs. John
Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. Daughter, Jeanice, to Mr. uates from the city and paro- thin, wears glasses, but I think
Henry
Rolland
of
212
Coldnell
she is attractive. She is a wonmeans a fast (325 degree F)
and
Mrs.
Pumpy
and
Mrs.
Johnnie
McKinnie of
Williamson chial high schools.
road.
derful girl with a good persofire. Count seconds by saying
765 Ayers.
of 1411 Nichols.
The affair, "An Evening nality. I am sure if a boy took
MAY 28
one hundred one. one hundred
Son.
Curtis,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
With The AKA's". was held her out, it would get around
Son, Keith, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Melissa, to Mr.
Avo" and so on.
011ie Griffin of 24 E. Trigg. and Mrs. Jessie Walton of 965 Walter Newborn of 842 Hil- at Owen college, Sundayeven- that she is a lot of fun. She
ton.
Here are some more tips Daughter, Robyne, to Mr. S. McLean.
ing, June 11, from 5 to 7 p.m. keeps asking me to get h e r
-hat yai2.1 help make open fire and Mrs. Nathaniel Sanders of Daughter, Helen, to Mr. and Son. Anthony, to Mr. and Fashions, group singing and "fixed up" with some of my
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
•ookiig more successful.
1304 Oak st.
Mrs. Ivy L. Brown of 2968 Mrs. Joel L. Phillips of 1522 skits were the highlights of boy friends and double date. I
In Getting Driver's License
Patton.
1. Start the fire about an MAY 29
Autumn.
the unique occasion.
would like to do this and have
Daughter, Ruth, to Mr. and
hour before cooking time. Daughter, Elise, to Mr. a n d
Alpha Kappa Alpha has tried several times. Nobody
Son, Derick, to Mr. and Mrs.
You do not have to wait for Mrs. Ferdinand Longpree of MitchealChandler of 1897 Kelt- Mrs. Charles Oglesby of 1557 taken this opportunity to por- seems to want to go out with
Kansas.
a bed of coals if you are 148 W. Person.
ner cir.
tray its esteem for the accom- her. This puts me on a spot,
Daughter, Yolanda, to Mr.
going to use a skillet or ket- MAY 20
plishment these young women because I don't want to hurt her
MAY 29
and
Mrs. James Riddle of 1129
tle, but rub soap over pots Son, Stephen, to Mr. and
have made thus far. Also, as feelings. Do you have any sugSon,
Kenny,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
N.
Manassas.
and pans. The blackened pan Mrs. G. R. Smith of 1897 E. Glenn
a means of encouraging them gestions. L.T.
Mobley of 680 VollenSon, Johnny, to Mr. and Mrs.
will be easier to wash.
Person.
to continue their education, so
Dear L. T. Try fixing her
tine.
James
Auguster
of
630
Ayers.
plates from frozen
2. Foil
Born at John Gaston hospiSon, Clint, to Mr. and Mrs. as to be better prepared to up with one of the boys that
Twin Sons. Ervin and Derdadinners make handy picnic tal.
contribute
more
civically,
isn't
a real heart beat and is too
culwin, to Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Wallace Bady of 442 Foote
WILL SACRIFICE FOR QUICK SALE
MAY 27
turally, spiritually and socially shy to ask for a date. There are
Park.
Bradford
of
1461
Effie.
3. Heat canned foods in can, Daughter. Angela, to Mr. and
to the community in which plenty of them just waiting for
BY OWNER
1
JUNE
Son,
Jerry,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs. James Thompson of 3384
but puncture the lid first.
Daughter. Antoinetta. to Mr. they live, and to uphold the this opportunity. It would
Willie Scott of 500 Tillman.
help
4. Bed sheets, especially the Plum.
if
she
standards
of
became
finer
womanhood.
a
good
danDaughter, Debra, to Mr. and and Mrs. James E. Cunninggreen or blue stripes make Daughter. Betty, to Mr. and
Miss Carole Jamison is
ham of 476 Glanker.
handy tablecloths for large Mrs. Lonnie Thomas of 1659 Mrs. Edward Johnson of 391
Daughter, Demetria, to Mr. chairman of the reception;
Tillman.
tables. A plastic tablecloth Sidney.
and Mrs. Marjorie Glen is
Twins, Roosevelt and Rose- and Mrs. Dan McDonald of basileus of the chapter.
takes the wear and tear of Son, Charles. to Mr. and
520 Gillis.
mary,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Charles
RooseMust go at o sacrifice on account of ill health.
Woodson of 1483
rough picnic tables and saves
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
velt Martin of 868 Porter.
12 APARTMENTS AND BARBER SHOP
Oaklawn.
on laundry.
Oirtp(hiteit
Jeffreys
of
1055
TuAlphonso
Convenient Location—Bus Stop at Door—Clear of Debt
5. Rub the grill with suet or Daughter Karen. to Mr. and Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. pelo.
Rent
Incom• Approximate $490 per Month
Chester Lloyd of 743 James Allen of 301 S. Laudersalad oil to prevent meat.
Daughter. Mary, to Mr. and
A Good Property Investment
to the
dale.
Wells.
from sticking.
Mrs. Louis Walker of 2952
For Complete Details Call: BR 5-2962
MAY 30
Son.
Tommy,
to
Mr.
and
Tri-State Defender
Every backyard chef that's
Daughter. Patricia. to Mr. Forroenst.
Mrs. Oscar Thomas of 605 JesSon, Keith. to Mr. and Mrs.'Housing
"worth his salt" has his own
and Mrs. John H. Thompson
on your
'
Manuel Johnson of 969 Thomsauce concoction that he mixes samlne
DETROIT — (UPI) — A
Daughter. Maxine, to Mr. of 822 B. LeMoyne pk.
as.
energetically and serves with and Mrs. Willie
10
Years
of News
spokesman
for
the
Feder
a
I
Son,
Reuben, to Mr. and
Lewis of 1190
Daughter, Earnestine, to Housing and Home Finance
great pride. Here is our back- Argyle.
Mrs. Harvey Smith of 630 OrIMPROVE OR REMODEL YOUR HOME
Pugh
of
Reporting
Mrs.
Earnest
for
Mr.
and
Memphis
yard specialty — you try it Daughter, Cynthia, to Mr. leans.
Agency said the federal govNo Money Down—Small Monthly Payments
and we believe you will take and Mrs. William L. Jones of Daughter, Brigette, to Mr. 2965 Alcorn.
ernment will act to provide
Long or Short Financing Terms Arranged
it for your specialty.
and Mrs. Oscar Jacobs of 767 Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. low cost housing for persons
2116 Caldwell.
Joe C. Parham of 536 Essex. u
Porter.
uprooted by sium clearance.
let Us Improve Your Horne Inside and Outsid•
MAY 28
BARBECUE SAUCE
Mrs.
Son, Wadell, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Jerry, to Mr. and
Jack Conway. formerly an;
Daughter,
Bertina,
to
Mr.
Leof
1437
,cup soft butter
Brimmer
Eddie
Why Not Add To Your Home?
assistant to United Auto Work-I
and Mrs. Garfield Murrell of Sam H. Hewitt of 971 Kansas. land,
teaspoon salt
Daughter, Toni, to Mr. and
era
president
Walter
Reutheri
Extra
Bedroom
* Extra Bathroom * Car-Port
teaspoon chili powder
Mrs. Tommie Van Buren of Daughter, Laketa, to Mr and now deputy administrator!
Fare." Send a card to Memphis 1493
Family Room * Playroom * Patio
Johnnie Richardson
and
Mr
s.
1 teaspoon paprika
Oriole.
of the Housing Agency, said'
Dairy Council, 135 N. Pauline,
1 teaspoon cayenne pepper
Front or Side Porcit * Den * Larger Kitchen
Son, Robert, to Mr. and of 846 Polk.
clearMemphis 5, Tenn.
Son, Forrest. to Mr. and in the past, most slum
1 teaspoon mustard
nothance
projects
have
done
of
2308
Horton
"A
Guide
To
Good
Eating"
Willie
Mrs.
1-4 teaspoon garlic salt
ing, to help relocate residents,
WE REPAIR AND REPLACE
Dexter.
is a service provided for the
Dash of Tabasco sauce
of blighted areas.
readers
of
the
Tri-State
DeU
WINDOWS - DOORS - FLOORS — SCREENS
2 tablespoons minced onion
Daughter, Lisa, to Mr. andi He said the purpose of the .
TURN ATTICS & SiASEN.ENTS INTO LIVING QUARTERS
Blend ingredients together. fender through the cooperation
Mrs. Eddie Hunt of 307 N.I Present administration proof the Memphis Dairy Council.
Makes i cup spread.
'gram is to bring the cost of
Manassas.
teacher
of
is
a
Williams
For more information on Mrs.
Son, Frank, to Mr. and Mrs. buying a home as close as
cooking outdoors, send for home economics at Manassas
No Money Needed to Start Improving or Remodeling Plan
Cody of 1308 Kentucky. possible to the cost of renting.
Johnny
school.
high
our recipe booklet "P icnic
He said the Negro populaSon, Michael, to Mr. and
Reasonable Doily, Weekly
Mrs. Edward Phillips of 1295 tion in some central cities has
increased from 7 to 21 perTexas.
and Monthly Rotes A "going-away" party w a s
Daughter. Regina. to Mr. cent in 30 years. He said a
given by the first grade teachand Mrs. John Tate of 361 Fitz- dramatic conflict is underway
ers at Hyde Park City school
between middle class whites
gerald.
in honor of Mrs. Evelyn CarSon, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie and Negroes for control of the
ter of 650 Ayres at., who has Vassar of 621
central city.
Alabama.
made plena to move to Mobile,
Furniture & Appliances
Ala. to establish a home.
The party was given at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. John
George of 1260 College st., last
Tuesday night.
Mrs. Carter was an active
member • of Bethel Baptist
Norge
church. A graduate of LeFreezers
Moyne college, she was active
in civic affairs.
Among gifts received at the
party were a bedspread from
her fellow teachers and an initialed Bible from the Hyde
Park PTA.
Among guests were MesFedders Air
Norge
dames Lov ie Puryear, Area
Conditioners
Refrigerators
tha Malone, Lois Stennis
Geraldine Harris, Elizabeth
Martin, Clara Tate, Lois Pointer, and Ernest Stennis.
Mrs. Carter has taught at
Hyde Park school for seven'
years. Before coming to Memphis, she taught in Arkansas
With The
Bacardi makes good drinks. That's one reason
She is moving to Mobile to
that among the thousands of liquor brands in
Join her husband. George M
the world—whiskies, gins, vodkas and the rest—.
Carter, who was transfered
Bacardi nitteelia every brand but Ave Have •
there after Mallory Armed
Bacardi Highball. You'll enjoy st I
Force depot here was deactivated.
"Peter
on
"Voodoo"
The Carter's two daughters.
A FRIEND? — Jean In
It
June
Monday,
Charyl
and Jackie, will also
Durand as a faithful Haitian Gunn,"
ABC-TV.
DST.
MVP.
p.m..
foreman with Craig Stevens 10:30

•zoic

InfieVirqcma C. Cooke

Iiiii

Beta Epsilon
Fetes City
us Grads

Call Tenn. State Driving School
BR 6-4121

APARTMENT BUILDING
943 East Mclemore

Ask Low Cost
Aide

C

0

Farewell
Party For
Instructor

FOR THE BEST IN
SEE YOUR

NORGE REPRESENTATIVE

$ 199"

$ 188"

HINSON FURNITURE—APPLIANCES
937 S. Cooper St.
BR. 6-3986 — BR. 4-0111
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Find Hate Tactics
Against Jews Up

REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L Williams
"For by thy words thou
I. Has to be right You can't
shalt be justified, and by thy sell golf balls for any price.
words thou shalt be con- 3. Has to be directed at the
right people. You wouldn't try
demned." St. Matthew 12 chapto sell golf balls to people that
ter, 37 verse.
are not in the market.
You are a practical real There are good and bad
estate man who wants to be public relations. One method
successful in his business and works in your favor. The other
wants success that continues. method tends to destroy you
There's no reason to further or your real estate company.
indulge in theories of public Public relations means dorelations than in theories of ing what people like and not
successful selling. Theories In doing what they don't like.
both of these lines have prov- Edgar Guest:
en themselves and made the
To own a home and all
grade.
that's in it.
Your public relations moves, Hers is a man's dream for
whatever course of action they
*very minute
KNOX COMMENCEMENT
take, must accomplish the folTo own a home enriched
— Principals at the Knoxlowing:
with beauty
ville college commencement
I. Get attention.
Here is the joy that lightchat informally with their
2. Motivate.
ens duty
host, K. C. President James
3. Produce a sale.
World over, man goes out
A. Coston. (right) at the reNow don't think all public
to labor,
ception the Colston's give
relations are annoying, If you To own a home and play
annually for graduates, their
used public relations (and you
the neighbor.
,
should) it should be judged
National Association of Real
by the following:
Estate Brokers, Inc., ConvenI. Has to be a need for it, tion Aug 18-23. Don't forget
You couldn't sell golf balls to to take your wife and family
anyone that has a very little with you. They will love the
knowledge of golf.
idea.

SWINGIN'
WITH THE L's

SATURDAY, JUNE 17, 1961

friends and family, and
members of the Wilily. Dr.
Jos•ph Copeland, baccalaureate speaker, gestures as
he talks with Dr. Stephen J.
Wright. commence ment
speaker. Dr. Copeland is
pastor of Knoxville's Second

AJC Urges Kennedy To
Appeal Edict Against
'Riders' In Alabama

By

DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory

NEW YORK — (UPI) —
The American Jewish Committee said this week that aggressive hate tactics against SCHOOL FOR FARMERS
demonstration. Messrs. Herbert
Jews were on the increase in When some one speaks about Jones, J. Banks and Jesse Micik
school
we often think about dleton expressed great interes.
the U.S.
The committe, in a 28-page the 180 days the time required The latter Mr. Middleton
for
little
Johnnie to complete equipped his tractor and has
report, said that a small number of hatemongers were re- a grade. Farmers can't spend pre-emerged nearly 150 acres.
year
in
the
class room. For that How does it work? Well the
sponsible for the stepped up
violence in the bombing of reason July 21, has been set last report was very favorable.
and deseration of synagogues, up as "Field Day" at the West Surely this is the direction
the revival of Nazi slogans Tennessee Experiment Station farming is headed. So it pays
in Jackson, Tenn.
to learn all you can. A farmer
and other techniques.
At the same time, the com- The West Tennessee farmer's of tomorrow must know all
can
reap
the
benefit
of
Agri- about one thing and something
mittee said that anti-semitism
generally was ebbing in the cultural Research which re- about all things. We invite you
quires
many
years
hard Mr. Farmer to join the grois?
of
country. It said the violence
was the work of a very small work. The information gained for the big day in school July
from the various studies will 21, please write this date down.
group.
The committee, formed to be condensed and passed on to
Presbyterian church and combat bigotry and
protect the farm families who spend
President-elect of Maryville civil rights, celled for
a news the day on the ground collect(Tenn.) college. Dr. Wright "quarantine" on hate
group ing knowledge relative to his
is president of Fisk univer- activities, exposure of
finan- farm program.
sity. Mrs. Copeland is seen cial backers of racists,
strict Many farmer's from Shelby
in the foreground. (Bradby law enforcement and
repudia- County recall the educational
photo)
tion of the hate mongers by tour last July on which we
were shown an acre of cottheir churches.
ton that was never cultivated. The
New Salem Baptist
amount of fertilizer was appliChurch (Binghampton) w I 1 j
ed according to the soil test.
The cotton planted and sprayed observe its Annual Youth Day.
Sunday, June 18. Speaker fot
.••••••••• ..e at the same time.
The total cost was less than the morning service is the Rev.
$12. This looked very good. Grant Harvey of St. Andrews
IN
An interesting group return- AME church and the speaker
ed on Sept., to observe this for the evening session is Miss
Claree Avant of St. Mathew
MANHATTAN'S FIFLST REAL HOTEL-\
Baptist. Rev. L. A. Blake, pasNOTTING
HAM,
England
—
WAS FRAUNCES TAVERN WHERE
(UPI) — Tom Maines, 60, a tor of New Salem and Miss
WASHINGTON BADS FAREWELL TO
ws OFFiCARS. TT STILL OPERATES
milkman who never failed to Forrestine Frazier, chairman.
AS A RESTAURANT
make his appointed rounds —
even on his wedding day —
Monday planned to take the
ON MAY 11,1877, AtEXANI7E5 GRAHAM lipELL
honeymoon he and his wife
INTRODUCED HIS "SPEAKING TELEPHONE TO
Kate never had time to have.
A NEW 1/0104 AUDIENCE AT THE HOTEL
•• •
ST. OF.tu5
L:
ALEXANDRIA, La. — (UPI)
\s.
T's
Chamber of Commerce President Ch arles R. Dupuy
bragged he had "more pull
giCORD5
OR FVERYONI
around city hall than the
mayor."
THE Sonwr e0111 VeSensiO IN
Dupuy won a milking con- 306 Poplar 45 Lauderdale
JULY WILL BE NEW YORA'S FIRST
test in which Mayor George
ENTIRELY NEW 140TEL IN 30
Phone JA. 5-6348
W. Bowdon, jr., was runnerYEARS. THERE WILL BE AN
ADDITIONAL TELEPHONE. 111
up.
EVERY BATHROOM

JOHNS°
By CO
Dougla
has its
school a
of May
Play enti
Ho
%Pal.
The si
laureate
High ac
school a
noon of
service
ture by
accompa
scripture
E. W.
ham E.
Presents
Joseph
mon by
jr., mus.
tory by
ediction
jr., rec
the ban.
Senior •
Langs
oyage
the
The .Yu
Baptist
program

Youth Day
At New Salem
•

HISTORY
HOTELS

The American Jewish Con- objection of the Department of
tress urged Attorney-General Justice — to restrain the FreeRobert Kennedy last week to dom Riders from testing segreLOIS BOLDEN
appeal the decision by a Fed- gation laws.
eral District Judge ordering "By
lumping together those
Hello guys and dolls! These the swing limelight. We must
Freedom Riders and their sup- who seek
are your Summer reporters, say .. s time, fellows!!" Lorto exercise their
porters to halt tests of bus seg- rights with
Laura Wiley and Lois Bolden, etta Batts and Andrew Mosley
those who have used
gregation
Alabama.
in
rights," Mr. Polier said, "t h e
bringing you the latest news are still going together! Mettle
and data thru-out Memphis Buareguard and Rufus Hender- The action, in the form of court has itself come periloustown. We will be bringing you son are still hanging by a a telegram to the Department ly close to nullifying the Constiyou the happenings all Summer. string while Clarence Graham or Justice in Washington, came tution. An immediate appeal by
at a meeting of the national the Department of Justice is
We won't spend anymore time waits to clip the scissors!!
with introductions, for we will Evelyn Simmons thinks she Governing Council of the Jew- necessary so that the Court of
get better acquainted thru the has a nose job on all young ish organization following a re- Appeals may promptly set aside
summer. Now let's get into the men she meets but we have port by Shad Polier of New the clearly erroneous and unswing.
plenty of news for her! Ann York, chairman of the agerity's warranted decision of the Dis'DO YOU BELIEVE THAT' Miller's mother has another Commission on Law and So- trict Court."
Lewis Richard arid Leroy child and doesn't know it, cial Action.
The American Jewish ConStrictland are battling on the namely, Clarence Bolden! De- Polier described the court in- gress leader
challenged Judge
same field over Mary Nell lores Washington is still long- junction against the Freedom Johnson's
assertion that the
Wright!! Dorothy Franklin has ing for James Ruthuford (won- Riders as "clearly un-Constitu- Freedom
Riders
"are directly
graduated!! Cora Jackson and der will he ever come home; tional." He charged that the
causing an undue burden a n d
Malfred Bolden will still be if he is known to anyone please ruling "negates the guarantee
restraint
upon
interstate cornrngoing strong after Bettye gets tell him that the door is open)) of 'equal justice under law'
en- merce" in Alabama.
home! Edward Johnson is The '50 gray Buick with the graved above the
pillars of the
Memphis town's No. 1 Playboy. paint scratched off, is pulling
U S Supreme Court building
Alfred Matlock has informed on Rembert quite often! Mary
htihsatadtd
he
resis3epM
arrt.mePnotlieor
us that he is bad and knows Houston is at last attracting
f
he's bad! So be on guard girls, Ronald Vaughn's attention!!! urged
Justice
appeal
ruling "to
the
What did you do to him, Mary?
this man is dangerous.
The blood-soaked, nude body you want ice so early in the
support
the
simple,
forthright
Willie Jo Smith is one the TOPS AROUND TOWN
1331 THOMAS
and non-violent assertion by
of a 36-year-old woman was morning?" He said the lad remost quietest and refined young 1. Larry Johnson
Featuring:
the white and Negro Freedom
found early Sunday morning in plied No. Boyd asked me to
ladies in Dixie Homes. Verna 2. James Marshal
get some ice.
Riders of a right declared by
"The Finest Food The South Has To Offer"
Hooker has informed us that 3. Larry Lee
her four-room, second-floor
the U. S. Supreme Court to be
Washington said about 20
she has a nose job on Samuel 4. Mac L. Moore
apartment
at 881 S. Wellington
theirs—the
5.
Percy
right
to
non-segreMacon!!
Quinn. We wonder what she
at. It is believed that she was minutes later the lad returned
did with Gregory Hill? Lawyer 1. Delores Washington (Man.) gated service and accommodabeaten to death by a boy to his house and informed him
FOR YOUR DINING AND DANCING PLEASURE
2.
Ann
bus
terminals.
Pettigrew
Cox has finally made a grade
friend late Saturday night or that his mother was deadd
"Such government action," Children of deceased peaceFor Reservations Call:
without going to Summer 3. Billie Gale Baker
Washington said he rushed to
early
Sunday
morning.
the American Jewish Congress time veterans may be eligible
School. "Tell us, how did you 4. Lelia Campbell
the house and found Boyd, the
JA 6-9949
leader declared, "would signify for Orphans' Educational As- The dead woman was identi- man suspected of the
accomplish that?" Evelyn Sum- 5. Brenda Bolden
slaying'
Mr. and Mrs. John Currie, Proprietors
to the American people and to sistance, Veterans Administra- fied as Mrs. Casadena Davis. seated calmly on a porch.
mons can get any boy she ANNOUNCEMENTS!!
He
Being held in connection with
wants!! We're wondering about A party will be given at the the world that the Kennedy tion officials said today, p r oclaimed, Washington said, "I
home
their
of Miss Earnestine Administration is determined to viding
veteran-parent her death is William Boyd, 35, don't know how she
'Larry. Evelyn.
died,"
Thomas, 1945 Cloverdale drive put down with every resource died of disease or injury incur- who lived at the same address.
'PERSONAL TOUCH"
Thursday night, June 15, from at its command the segrega- red or aggravated in line of They moved there about three Witnesses said that the couple
To Miss Wanda Boggan: L.B.
argued and fought frequently.
months ago.
is shouting this story that she 7:30 p.m. until. Admission is tionist attack on the two prin- duty during active service.
a matter of fact they had
Mrs. Davis' clothing, torn to "As
a bghas no further use for W. P. only 25 cents. We are asking ciples for which the Civil War This program, originally
i fight earlier Saturday."
bits and scattered around the:
so. he's all yours. We're sorry the full co-operation of all teen- was fought 100 years ago—the called the War Orphans' EduWashington said, "A bloodprinciple that the Fed- cation Assistance Program, was death scene were also bloodthat you will have to have the agers.
amended by Congress to include soaked. It is believed that her stained hammer was lying near
If there is any news of big era 1 government
leftovers, Wanda.
is soverthose children whose deceased killer attempted to destroy her body. The room had blood
social events you would like eign
and the states are
"SEEMS AS TROUGH"
parent had served in the period evidence, which accounts fortstains all over it."
the town to know about, please
not, and the principle that all
Lewis Thomas is having a contact
just before or after World War her clothing being torn
Laura Wiley at WH Americans
off Also living at the same adare not only creat- II, and
hard time finding a young lady 8-2494.
since the Korean Con- her. Her skull was bashed in dress was a brother to Mrs.
ed equal but are entitled to flict,
that meets his qualifications! Until
with no service in actual several place's. Her 'mouth
Davis, who was identifed as Lee
next week this is equal
was
treatment."
Lawson Rowe and James Laura
war periods.
and Lois signing off.
beaten out of shape. It is be- Gail, about 40. It is believed
Huges are trying to get into Adios,
'NULLIFY
ING'
Full information on any lieved that she
Kids.
put up a strug- that he was not at home during
CONSTITUTION
phase of the program may be before dying.
the slaying.
Polier noted that Federal obtained from any VA office,
Other survivors include a 14SON
NEXT
IN
ROOM
Judge Frank M. Johnson was Harry G. Phillips, Officer-inyear-old daughter, who lived
supported by well-established Charge of the VA Office in Her 12-year-old son, James with other relatives; sisters
and
Edward Davis, was sleeping in
Judicial principle in granting Memphis, said.
an adjoining room, unaware of other brothers.
the application of the Justice
Police were still investigat-'
his mother's peril.
Department f o r injunctions
mg the murder.
MEN'S DAY
Thomas Washington, 878 S.
against the Ku Klux Klan-inAvery Chapel AME church Wellington st., told the Trispired violence and the failure will
celebrate its annual Men's State Defender that her son
of the Montgomery, Ala., police Day
Sunday, June 18 at the came to his home about 6 a.m.
A petition addressed to Dr. pai sues In this
For Around the Clock
nation which to deal with mob attacks church, corner of Trigg
and Sunday to borrow ice cubes,
Martin Luther King, jr., presi- proclaims
against the Freedom Riders.
//. PROTECTION
Neptune sts. Atty. Dave Grant when he remarked "it is very
more loudly than
He pointed out, however,
dent of SCLC, stated, "We, the any other the highest
regard that there was "neither prece- of St. Louis, Mo, will be prin- early in the morning, is there
cipal speaker.
undersigned condemn the fail- for brotherhood, it
anything wrong at your home,
seems that dent nor justification" for the
ure of Alabama law enforce- the most flagrant abuses of Jude's action in according to the
ment agencies to protect brotherhood principles contin- request of the same Montgomues to exist."
ery police officials — over the
American citizens exercising
their constitutionally granted
'stk
.
rights." "We believe the actions of Alabama officials encouraged aggression against
racial minorities, spurred mob
violence and contributed to the
degeneration of even the most
primitive moral decency."
The petition was signed by I
452 persons at the University'
of Stanford. It further stated,
"We urge the Alabama government to take immediate action against all persons whol
participated in the violence in
the past few days, especially'
those who criminally assaulted defenseless men and women."
and personally arranged for
In a letter sent with the petition, Dr. King and the SCLC
Old Crow to be sent to his
along with CORE, were
Washington home.
-4, praised for their work and
RtU LI3FAFR)25°
OLD CROW
encouraged to continue. It was,
•
290PRICE
.
pointed out also that throughThe South's Most Beautiful Cemetery
ii441
out the world foreign press
10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis
support for those Negroes And
whites engaged in Freedom,
4536 Horn Lake Rd
Riding is steadily mounting.
STERLING STORES
In a comment on the petiAl Your Favorite
tion Dr. Martin Luther King.
EXpress 1 5I I
jr.. and Wyatt Tee Walker, diMEMPHIS. TENNESSEE
rector of SCLC, said, "To thel
2240 Lamar .
2454 Chelan THE 01.0 CROW DISTILLERY COMPANY, FRANKFORT, KY. in
world at large, America is al
1151 Jackson Ave. 4501 Quince KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY. 00 PROOF 11
_
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Dr. Matthew J. Whitehead, burgh. who received the de- tained in cases where•doctor's He. Ask for individually sealed
been a very outstanding stu- ern city." She brought greet- a deacon at New Hope Baptist ing her family here.
dean of Graduate School of gree of doctor of divinity: observations were continued convenient Preparation H Sup.
dent at Spelman college. Miss Inge from President Kennedy. church.
the District of Columbia and Dr. Aaron Hill, Presi- over a period of many months! positories or Preparation R
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Morris
Merry plans to return to Spel- Robert Grimes is a patient in
In fact, results were so thor- Ointment with special appliTeachers College. who receiv- dent of Riverside R
Hubbard hospital, Nashville. have gone to King Ferry, N. Y.,
man this year.
ough that sufferers were able eator. Preparation H is sold at
the
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Plush Illinois State Park Lodge Offers
Vacation Fun for Every Family Budget

By FRED W. AVENDORPH the ultimate in vacation pleasure at the Lodge, whether for
TRAVEL EDITOR
just a day, week-end or several
In Zion, Illinois, a mere 40 weeks.
miles from Chicago, almost at
the Wisconsin border, is what A glass-walled dining room
looks out across the beach to
is probably regarded as the
Lake Michigan's waters. It seats
country's finest and most lux180 diners and meals—breakurious resort hotel. It is the
fast, luncheon and dinner—are
State
Park
THE ENTRANCE driveway , lion of guest rooms. To the huge asphalt top parking Illinois Beach
at reasonable prices. The eleto Illinois Beach State Park left is entrance to lobby. area, beach and bathhouses. Lodge, a 1,65I-acre park which gance of this room
has the
Lodge forms pass under sec- Driveway continues north to Picnic area in same vicinity stretches for more than three atmosphere of
formal attire
miles along the shores of Lake
for every meal, yet you can
Michigan between Waukegan
dine appropriately enough in
and Zion.
casual attire with the entire
To many persons living in
family.
this area the lodge is no longer
in the limelight, but to thous- Convention, clubs and groups
ands of others in search of an of almost any size are welcome.
ideal spot for an outing, Illi- The Lodge offers the most
rooms
with
portable
nois can proudly boast of a ness
combined state park and lodge modern and functional busicomparable to any Miami Beach stage and sound equipment. THE
SPACIOUS s u ri-I i t face Lake Michigan and the the most complete cooking
hotel, available for year-round Whether it's a sales meeting, dining room at the Lofts beach a r es, The dining and refrigerating equipment
sports, and deluxe accommoda- party, banquet or luncheon, will comfortably seat 180 room's
modern, all-electric
anywhere iu the state.
•••
tions. Though the lodge had its space can be comfortable adapt- guests. Huge picture windows stainless steel kitchen offers i
formal dedication last year, the ed to accommodate groups up
state-owned park was opened to 300. Special arrangements
Devon and Cornwall. From late
in 1948 and is the first of our can be made to handle even
February onwards, Fuscia and
parks to offer public swimming larger groups.
rases run early riot over grey
Though state operated along
facilities.
stone cliffs and rocky outcropc
with some 40 other parks and
96 GUEST ROOMS
rings above thundering Cornish,
,
memorials, the lodge is supers
sea. Flower flagrances mingled
At a cost of more than 5 mil- vised and operated by Dr. and
with a salt tang breathe inlion dollars, the year-old lodge Mrs. Vincent Marzano, a grand
toxication.
is constructed of stone, glass couple with many years of exseries of arti- via cable cars or chair lift, or'
(Second
a
in
and reinforced concrete, it has perience in running Chicago
Paris is a lovers' city, so
VIEW from sheltered patio dows permit a steady flow of at extreme left leads into 96 air-conditioned rooms with hotels. They were successful cles on how to plan a honey- cruise lazily for days or weeksi Rome. Paris is the gateway to
through
Europe;
to
in
where
moon
the
placid
canals,
rivsection adjoining conference sun and light from all di- patio court yard and lake private bath, balcony and free and deserving bidders for the
loire with its gardens floodand how to ers a n d lakes of Holland,
room. Sliding glass panel rections. Stairway to lift side of hotel.
television. All rooms are in- contract offered by the Illinois visit, what to do,
lit chateaux and gourmet resSweden
budget.
modest
it
or
on
Finland.
a
do
doors and huge picture win- leads up to lobby. Opening
dividually regulated for air PLAN MORE FACILITIES
taurants. In the fall, it is a
The European sojourn may
conditioning and heating.
heady world in vintage festiDepartment of Conservation. Seclusion Spiced With Fun
start giddily in London, Paris,
Contemporary in style, the Plans for expansion include Ideally, seclusion should be
vals in Aquitine, Burgundy, Allarge entrance lobby has a a boat and fishing pier, addi- spiced with leisurely sightsee- Copenhagen or some other ma- sace, the valleys of the Moselle
jor
capitol.
Such
is
the
appeal
striking effect on visitors im- tional beach areas and bath- ing, a whirl in one of the gay
and the Rhine. Wine and the
pressed by the the multi-color- houses, picnic grounds, trailer cities, some shopping for keep- of superb shows, varied sight- poetic atmosphere it engenders
seeing, good cafes and restaued use of a sand-colored quart- camping facilities and a swim- sakes however
rants, tempting shops and combine well with honeymoons.
zite stone in the floors of the ming p o 1 adjacent to the modest
and,
transport especially suited to From Paris, newlyweds may"
A new Mexico tourist guidellobby and parts of the guest
disappear "right out of this ,
lodge. Other features, in addi- ,possibly a bit
by Fred W. Avendorph
romantic
dalliance such as
written especially for the mo- rooms. Seven basic colors were
world" to some little known
tional to ample free parking, of purely local
double-decker
busses,
torist has just been published used in the rooms by the archiriverTRAVEL EDITOR
fishing and horseback riding. diversion. The
boats and horse-drawn fiacres area of enchantment such as the
by Rand McNally Se Company tect-designer, and practically
will include bowling, golfing, strenuous and
that many couples venture no Millers Dale in Luxembourg,
all of the brilliantly colored Rates at the new Lodge will v e n turesome
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Fourth of a series on the organization lot Chicago.
reached via medieval Echterfurther.
More than 15 different high- furnishings were specially
de- be 98 to $12 single and $12 to might try skiand produces for Camping Clubs. Like any other well-funcLondon does offer the unique nach, or the tiny principality
'way tour routes are described signed for this project.
$16 double with special ar- ing (water or
honed group, a Camping Club must adhere to rules and bythrill of familiarity—the recog- of Andorra nestled high in the
iin the "Rand McNally Guide
COUNTRY CLUB
rangements available to ac- snow), bathing
laws znd parliamentary requirements for efficient operation.
nition of landmarks great and Pyrenees between France and
to Mexico," with detailed adcommodate chidren. Rates are in blue grotIf planed accordingly, the enjoyment and compatibility of 1 vice on where to eat and where ATMOSPHERE
small oft read-about but not yet Spain. Or they head for the spotgroup participation offers handsome dividends.)
seen. The entranced couple.lighted glamour of Monte Carlo.
to stay, things to see and do, Informal, gracious living, in authorized by the Division of toes or foamParks and Memorials, Depart- ing surf, or
may recognize St. Martin-indriving
conditions,
local prices, a country club atmosphere is
THE SECOND MEETING
ment of Conservation, State of climbing an Althe-Fields as the model for all
etc. Preparations for visiting
When all plans and preparations have been completed for
Illniois. The Waukegan phone pine peak. The
of New England's white spired'
Mexico are also covered with
the formal organization of the club, it is time to call for a secnumber to call for reservations more indolent might perfer, to meeting houses; discover how,
...
suggestions on automobile inswing up these same mountains of old, London Bridge always
is CHerry 4-2000.
ond meeting. Publicity should follow the pattern of the first surance,
health protection, and
meeting, namely, you should send out printed invitations and speeding up processing through12-4411
was falling down in bits and
release appropriate stories to the press radio and other media. border stations.
pieces; thrill to the marital pace
Send invitations to all those on the list for the first meeting as
of the "Changes of the Guard."
Special sections in the "Guide
well as to any other new names suggested.
to Mexico" are devoted to huntHONEYMOON
LANDS OF
Following is a basic program for the second meeting. The ing and fishing and retirement Gone are the days when ChiDEVON AND CORNWALL
cago
offered
lake
cruises
as
a'.
possibilities
in
various
areas.
same chairman may preside and the same secretary may also
Skirling
The
and
pipes
A "Fiesta Calendar" lists and nightly feature during the sum- '
serve again.
Highland dancing in Regent's Send now for your free copy of this
describes
more
than
200 local mer
s'• months. Since the passing
1. Chairman calls meeting to order and asks that minutes
Park of a Sunday echoes some- illustrated brochure,with details of
and national fiestas throughout ot the City of Grand Rapids
our famous 12 and 16-day escorted
sf the first meeting be read,
several years ago, a lake boat
thing dear and known. There's Luxury Tours
the year.
to California and
2. A brief preview of the future program and plans of the
a "rightness", too, about buying Canadian Rockies if a cost that
A lari,e Mexico road map which operated between Chiclub might now be given. At this stage it is not possible to with mileage
a Spode or Wedgewood teapot soothes your budget. Li. Chicago
table and inset cago and South Haven, oppresent a detailed schedule of future club events. However a .maps of major cities is folded portunities for Chicago cruise
for the new home in a London July 1-5-22-29; Aug. 5-12-19.
general proposal of what the future activities of the club will inside the back cover of the passengers have been limited.
shop. Years later, the grand- WELCOME TRAVEL SERVICE
1435 SOUTH 0115(5, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
However, the North Americhildren are sure to approve.
be can be outlined. Suggestions from those present can be '"Guide."
can steamer of the Georgian
Easily reached from London
entertained.
Bay Line starts its summer
are the lovely seaside towns in
3. The proposed set of by-laws should then be read. If peaACTIVE VOLCANOS
season from Chicago July 1,
sible, mimeographed copies should be made and distributed in
; Most spectacular sights in and every Saturday thereafter
advance or at the meeting. If the steering committee has deNicaragua, in the heart of Ceti. through July and August. Reveloped by-laws carefully it is likely that they will be approved tral America, are
the more turn date to Chicago is the folat the meeting with little if any change. If controversial points than 20 active volcanos in the lowing Saturday including
stops
A BEAUTIFULLY
arise and a quick decision cannot be reached, it is well to western part of the republic.
at Buffalo, Mackinac Island
BOUND
point out that by-laws can be easily amended. Perhaps it would
and Detroit.
cc.
COMPLETELY ELIMINATES EMBARRASSMENT
be well to accept the by-laws as proposed and to provide for
GO FREE
amendments to be made at subsequent club meetings.
The Canadian Pacific Great
Nearly 200 Bagel of Over 3,000 N H.A
AN A, Motels, Motels, Tourist
4. At this point the meeting might be recessed in order to
'Lakes Steamships company will
Homey etc Listed Throughout the United Staten. Moo Your Convention
ORGANIZE A
operate 5-day cruises from Port
allow those present to apply for membership. Application
or Vocation Trip with BRONZE AMERICAN NATIONAL TRAVEL GUIDE.
GROUP TOUR
McNicoll, Ontario, to Fort Wilblanks, prepared in advance, should be circulated. This blank ;
Send for your copy NOW' 12.50, plus 1St postage—No C.O.Ds's
; ham, Ontario, every Saturday DR. AND Mrs. Vincent Mar- wife, Marie. and daughter,
should indicate the amount of dues. A sample application
zano, operators of Illinois Maria. Dr. Marzano was outBRONZE AMERICAN NATIONAL TRAVEL GUIDE
and
Wednesday,
starting
June
blank will be shown in a future article on publicity. The amount .
fly organizing a group 10 through September 6. Con- State Park Lodge (center) spoken in the policy of ex7724 5 VERNON AVE
CHICAGO 19, ILLINOIS
of the annual dues should be kept at a modest figure. say $2,
tour, which costs ,articipants venient . train service from shown explaining the many tending hospitality and servto $5. It should be noted that rallies and meetings can be financ- I less
money to go anywhere Chicago to Port McNicoll via attractive facilities of the ice to all persons patronizing
erl separately by charging an admission fee sufficient to; in the world, you can earn Toronto will
operate via the hotel to Defender travel edi- his hotel.
• • •
cover expenses.
a free trip or half fare. For Canadian Pacific Railway. Pas- tor. F r•d W. Awandorph,
5. After the application blanks have been collected the meet- organizing a group tour of sengers will cruise Lake Huron
ing may be called to order again. The club program may now
15 persons, your trip is free; and St. Mary's river en route
be presented. This will include an outline of the aims a n it for 10 persons, half fare.
to Sault Ste. Marie, thence
purposes of the club, its principal activities and the commit- So if you belong to a club, through the Soo Locks and
tes to be created.
church group, fraternal or, Lake Superior.
U. easier— faster — Mr. sonvent•itt —
For information and reserva6. Nominations. The slate of officers and diretors may now
ganiration. business associa
whoa you /sieve the details in expert hands I
be nominated. In addition, if there are any nominations from the tion or any group interest; tions write to Travel Editor,
floor, these should be received. It is important to note that ad in going places for less, Chicago Defender Public servWhether you're headed for Indii;napolis or India,
your trip preparations go faster when they're handled hy an
organize them into a group ice Bureau, 2400 S. Michigan
if the steering committee has done its work well, it will have
expert travel service, such as WELCOME. We know all the
ave., DAnube 8-1800,
for
the
best
travel
prize
of
canvassed quite a few people for their views on who the offiright planes, trains, buries, boats to fit your convenience bent
all — FREE
or
RALF
and we confirm your space, deliver your tickets, get your
cers and diretctors should be. After the nominations have been
hotel room at your destination. Thus, you save time
FARE! Coll or write Chicago
-and
the floor. If there are no other nominations to be made from Defender Travel Editor, 2400
you', 4/4 re.
the floor. If there are no other nominations. Following this a , So. Michigan, and w• will
Experienced travelers regularly depend on Travel Agency
The combined offices of
service. South Side bueinens and professional leaders- men
be made to close the nominations. Following this a motion "pol. You with all detail..
the Chicago Defender Pubwhose names you know have been "leaving the details to
should be made that the secretary be directed to cast a unanlic Service Bureau a n d
WEI,,COME" for the pant four yearn
imous ballot in favor of the candidates nominated. If nomiTravel Agency will hell) you
We've arranged round-the-world personal tourn-- -and delivered
the
tickets fore two-hour trip to Detroit. We've taken happy hundreds
get more pleasure and satnations from the floor have been made and which are in adon
WELCOME • arranged group tours, with every detail of comfort and
isfaction out of any trips
dition to the slates proposed, then the candidates must be voted
convenience expertly handled to make travel a pleasure not •
task.
or vacations.
upon by ballot.
WELCOME service is complete. We are in contact with fine hotels
Our services are FREE for
and resorts all over the world
7. Appointments of committees may now be made. It is
know where you can go for the most
readers desiring informafun, with the leest - bather, on vase bur-la-et. Cheek this list
of our
well not to start out with too many committees. Appoint the
regular services:
tion and travel literature,
4641 S. WOODLAWN
essential ones at this meeting and try to see that they are consaidline, rail, steamship and
PLANE TICKETS • TRAIN TICKETS • EIS
Posed of members who will work. The chairman of the meetCHICAGO, ILL
bus tickets and hotel acTICKETS • SHIP TICKETS • HOTEL 4 RESORT
ing may appoint the members and chairmen of the various
commodations.
200 MODERN
RESERVATIONS • SCHEDULE INFORMATION e
For complete information
committees.
TRIP A TOUR ADVICE, FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
ROOMS
on how to plan your vaca8. The floor may now be open to discussion of other btai• All Wit% Private Beth
Don't fight Loop parking and traffic congestion
tion with the least bother
drop in at our
ness. After this discussion a motion for adjournment may be • Permeneate IL
Transom.*
Sutherland Hotel lobby office, or phone, for all the facts and counsel
on your hurget visit, write
entertained.
you need. Then pick up your tickets just se handily. Let
• Rooms New Available
WEIA'OME
or phone the Travel Bureau
take the trouble out oftravel!
TRANSIEN1 RATE
As soon as the club has become organized it is important
in 'the Defender Public Ser$3.00
that you register your name and address with Camping CounWELCOME'
vice Bureau. 2400 S MichiInspection Invited
cil. This Council has information and services of interest to ,
gan Ave.. Chicago 16, III.,
TRAVEL SERVICE
camping clubs. Keeping in touch with Camping Council will 1••sonoble Permanent Rotes
DAnube 6-1800. For maps
Defender Court
for Reservations
enable you to better serve your members. Next week the final
and motor routings. please
2400 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
Phone
Write
Wire,
or
enclose 25 cents to cover
article will list many ideas for club activities along with the
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
AT S-5409
cost of handling.
address of Camping Council.
lissauf-Dfnftint CONew. sie Nor On.RENO roottft. N f1100f.46% CIAO
Calf DAnuhe 6-1800
Iona PIM.
coorroiseetroesisitsistio•••••
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Says Negro Faces Uphill Climb
To Presidency; Vote Is Held Key

Page 15

Bishops Blasts
'Worldliness'

Being Frank

Council Sets Record

About People, Places
DES MOINES, Ie. — (UPI)
By LYLE C. WILSON
And Problems
tiplied in numbers they estab- to be with their own voting
— Methodist Bishop Eugene
By FRANK L STANLEY
:. WASHINGTON — (UPI) — lished themselves on social, po- power. The whole sorry mese of
proWlillig %lit:11111S Si e riot
M. Frank said "a nation that
The satvty man's observaAtty. Gen. Robert F. Kennedy litical and economic levels below American race relations might
will not kneel before God by a long sight just little chil- tions ceme as the nation was
left something big out of ti i the lowly Irish. The Irish no be wiped up and the situation LOUISVILLE, Ky. — T h e candidate who fails to c
o m- I usts for ownership of
busy preparing for Fourth of
forecast that a Negro can be- longer were the low men and enormously improved if all Louisville Primary elections are mit himself openly
the dren or showoff teenagers.
and fully on world."
And most victims are not July fun. The holiday, which
come President of the U. S. women of the U.S. Totem pole. hands were willing to await the over and Negro voters are faced public accommodation
s.
From there, the Irish went on- inescapable ultimate decisions of with the responsibility once Another promise of a
around the year 2000.
Bishop Frank told about swimming in the water when falls on Tuesday this year,
commit1,000 delegates and visitors to they fall prey to a killer that will last four days for some
Kennedy supported his fore- ward and upward. The newer the local ballot box.
again of using their ballots in tee will be disastrous
because
persons, one day for others.
cast with a bob-tailed reference immigrants went onward and When Negroes
are fully reg- November to advance Civil the Hoblitzell administration has the opening session of the takes roughly 6,400 lives a
to the political emergence in upward, too.
If, despite all your precaumade the very suggestion of this 118th Annual Southern Iowa year.
istered to vote and do vote in Rights.
the United States of Irish Cath- Members of these later immi- local and national
elections a The respective slates which ides most sickening. Until dem- Methodist Conference that the The National Safety Coun- tions over the holiday, a water
have emerged are now running onstrations began this year,
olics. He cited his grandfather grant nationalities are beginning great many racial problems
will
the man who refuses to kneel be- cil pointed to those frequent- emergency should arise, what
on party platforms. This means Mayor's committee fiddled
who emigrated from Ireland to to show up as governors or sen- solve themselves.
fore God "is a tyrant in his ly twisted facts as two of the does Kuhli recommend you
The vote is a
three
Boston at a time when prejudice ators in New England atates. sane, built-in answer to the ra- that no individual candidate can years away and met only sonic heart."
misconceptions many persons do?
The
American Negro, however. cial puzzle.
be expected to do anymore than three or four times. Its
against the Irish was tremenBishop Frank said the crises have about clrownings.
ineffec—Throw a person struggling
scarcely
has
that
his
dous.
for which his party stands. tiveness was shown when dem- and hatred in the world
foot on the first
toin the water anything that
In the last Louisville Mayoral- onstrations began. Ane w day is caused "by the burning Reason t h e Chicago-based
Help wanted signs sometimes ladder run as a politically emanwill
float — a board, branch,
safety organization, created in
ty election four years ago, by Mayor's Emergency Committee lust of man to
were accompanied by warning cipated individual. Collectively,
possess God's 1913 to prevent accidents of large thermos jug.
design both candidates, Mr. had to be set up and the
that no Irish help was wanted. the American Negro is a groat
original world."
all kinds, is trying to dispel
—Or, hold something out to
It is a fact that the immigrant political power. President KenHoblitzell and Mr. Diehl. as- group voluntarily quit shop. The "Man wants God's
world for such misconceptions:
him -- an oar, branch, end of
Irish of 100 years ago and less nedy would not have been electsumed the same position on pub- main trouble was not the mem- himself: He
will
take
it
legallic accommodations. Each was bers, but the mayor who
"So no one will be lulled a piece of rope, even a sweat
lived in circumstances of social, ed last year without the big
gave ly if he can, illegally if he has
shirt,
to appoint a committee which public accommodations
political and economic degre- city Negro vote.
desegre- to," Bishop Frank said "he will by false facts into thinking —
"By learning to swim," Kuhwould "study" the situation and gation virtually no leadership
dation.
FEW IMMIGRANTS
kill anyone who gets in his over the Fourth of July holiWASHINGTON — (UPI) — seek to
"And now." Bobby Kennedy Who — what irnigrant naday or any time in the year li believes. "Even If you're
achieve positive results whatever until Governor Combs way."
Directors
of
a
group
of
suburthrough moral suasion.
said in a "Voice of America" tionality group —
— that because he's in the middle-age, you're certainly
and Lt. Governor Wyatt forced
will do for the ban
boys clubs were asked This agreement not to c a m- him to get in the act.
speech beamed to the new Aft- American Negro what the
prime of life, or just walking net past danger from drowneast- Wednesday
to enforce a segre- paign in favor of desegregated Few people realize that most CLEVELAND — (UPI) — near water, he is in no danger Ing — and neither is it t00
an nations. "there's an Irish ern and southern Europeans
did
atholic who is president of the for the oppressed Irish of the gation bylaw by ousting eight public accommodations was fatal mayors and aldermen are tools Mike McDermott, 6, dislikes of &owing," explained Ralph late for you to learn to swim,"
Negro boys from one of t h e for Dr. Diehl, who lost by a of their party's hierarchy.
United States. The same kind of 19th century? Puerto Ricans
Head- dentists so much that he Kuhli, NSC director of public he said.
are clubs,
small margin—so small that Ne- quarters usually calls the shots slipped from bed at 5:30 a.m.,
progress will be made for
doing some of it for New York
Negroes."
Joseph
gToes
could
W.
execuhave
Vernon,
overcome
—what
ordinances to pass. what Thursday and went into hidit
City Negroes as the islanders
li said many grown perLORRAINE CHARM
OVER SIMPLIFIED
swarm to Harlem from their tive director of the Prince and ne could have won. The fact appointments to make, etc. This ing before a scheduled check- ssaofK
ie
ist'-h
:'.nearly
--1,500 25-44 years
AND BEAUTY Sh'OP
Left out of Kennedy's over- island home. There is no other Georges County (Md.) B 0 y that this was a tactical m i s- is particularly true when any up.
of age alone — drown each
:TURIN,
T;INTINii.G
s[k STYLING
simplified reference to the rise flood of immigration on tap. Clubs, Inc., said he would ask take is obvious, but what is given officeholder is weak
A search party of 40 neigh- year. Four out of five victims
of Irish Americans in the U.S. Asia probably would send for enforcement of the bylaw more important is that Negroes and does not have the courage bors flushed him from a bush are males. And only about
through
Saturday
community was the fact of the millions here to move under and at a meeting of the organize. were caught in the middle with of his own convictions, or suf- near his house a half hour too 2,400 of the year's 6,400 drownr.
lce soure 16$!, STREET
immigration that moved in be- live beneath American Negroes. tion's 38-member board of di_ neither candidate suiting them. ficient leadership ability to lead late for his 10 a.m. appoint- ings happens to persons swim- "A iS1 MEMPHIS, ARKANSAS
WN1
They voted for Hoblitzell per- his party.
hind and under the Irish. These But Asiatics are substantially rectors.
ment.
ming or playing in the water. Telephone RE 5-1645
newer immigrants were from barred.
He said he. had composed let- functorily out of habit for sup- The point of all of this analy
eastern and southern Europe. If American Negroes are to ters to the parents of the boys porting the local Democratic sis is to call attention once
McGowan-Williams Appliance & Furniture Service
Use left-over material as
Many or most of them suffered achieve political parity and the advising them that their sons machine
again to what we as Negro vot'
a language disadvantage in addi- White House, as foreseen by will have to resign. The let- . However, this is another elec- ers should do between now and trim on aprons or napkins.
UPHOLSTERING SPECIAL!
tion to their Catholicism and the Atty. Gen. Kennedy, they will ters will be submitted . th a non and more than twice . as election day in order to avoid
Any 2-pc Front Room Set—$2.50 plus material
Negroes
are
now
being
all-out foreigness of their man- do it more nearly on their own directors for their approval and many
registcaught
in the middle as more effectively would be the
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ered here. The past twelve before.
ner of life.
then mailed, he said.
present
than did the Irish.
sterring
committee
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have
produced
a
new
We
As these newer arrivals mul- If they do it at all, it will have
should,
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else, put wnich is directing the current
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and
youthful
element
of
leaderevery
candidate
on
record
as
to desegregation movement. T h e
note that the boys live outside
ship.
Many
of
these
same
his
youth
own
commitments
on
civil
steering
the boundaries of the Chevercommittee represents
ly Club to which they belong, who have participated in non- rights. In addition, we should the NAACP. CORE. and t h e
Look! Stop! Eat! at
Vernon said "the boundary IS violent demonstrations against put the party heads. its control- Non-Partisan Registration Com- segregated public accommoda- ang committee, its chairman and mittee. It has two very definite
not important — the important
thing is that our bylaws require tons are now registered. More- headquarters directors—all of advantages heretofore not egis•
over, the reprehensibleness of these should be committed for tent here:
segregation."
segregation has been dramatiz- or against.
SANDWICHES AND HOME MADE PIES IN TOWN
(Ii The full confidence of the
Vernon said he would offer ed so vividly since
February, Who should do this? Every inHot Dogs 10c
Hamburgers 19c
Chastebeeter. 30c
Negro masses, and
cooperation of the clubs in set- there is doubt
Homemade Pe 15c
that
any
sell-redividual
who is personally con- (2) The broadest cooperative
The three winners of the luncheon included Langston ting up a new all-Negro
club specting Negro will support any cerned enough. But probably
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effort.
Reader's Digest - United Ne- Hughes. author, poet and play- for the boys. Of the 31 mem
gro College Fund Creative Writ- wright; Edward R. Dudley. bar clubs, two already are alling Contest, for essay, short Borough President of Manhat- Negro.
story and poetry. are being tan and alumnus of United Nefeted by the magazine and the gro College Fund's Johnson C. PROVIDES LEADERSHIP
College Fund in New York. Smith University (Charlotte, N. The clubs are not connected
Willa Robertson of Louisville, C.); and Bruce Barton, adver- with the county government.
Ky., a freshman at Tougaloo tising executive and author, Each club conducts an annual
fund-raising drive. The parent
Southern
Christian
College who is national chairman of the
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Vernon
(T.ougaloo, Miss.); Marion J. UNCF campaign.
said "merely provides leaderMackie of New Orleans, LouisiA luncheon at the Reader's ship for the individual
clubs,"
ana, a sophomore at Xavier Digest home office in PleasantUniversity (New Orleans); and ville, N.Y. was held June 2. The received $24.488 from the United
Thurmond L. Snyder of Mem- weekend itinerary for the con- Givers fund this year.
Vernon said this money is
phis. Tenn., a junior at Le- test winners includes sigh tMoyne college (Memphis), were seeing days, a visit to Radio City used to run the central office,
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WDIA Begins Seventh
LL Baseball Season

SATURDAY, JUNE 17, 1%1

WMCT
Golfing With `Lir
Highlights
By

I, •

Wed., Jun* 14
WDIA is under way with its Memphis. He went before West
8 p.m., Wagon Train. A tem"lucky seventh" annual Little Memphis officials with Terry
peramental Chinese cook comes
to blows with the wagon
League baseball season.
Bill, new WDIA baseball corntrain's cook, Charley Wooster.
In addition to supplying uni- missioner, and got the city's
Charley
is de:noted to a less reforms and equipment for 72 cooperation. From one West
The Sam Qualls golf club tfted) Traylor. Bringing a trospected job, when the wagonMemphis teams, WDIA is field- Memphis team last year, Whitpresents its Annual Invitation-'phy back to prove he,r playing
master
Chris
Hale
and
his
asing teams in Shelby County, taker has organized a six-team
ability was Mrs_ Doris Chft.
sistant decide they prefer Ah al Golf Tournament Saturday
West Memphis, Jackson, Tenn., league this year.
Another group of golfers was
Chon
g's
cooking.
Arnold
and
Sunday,
June
17-18
at
Full- on its way to Nashville in the
and in eight Mississippi cities Sponsorship of Little League
Stang
is
guest
star
in
"The
Ah
er
-for a total of 123 teams, a baseball by WDIA began in
Park Golf course on Mit- persons of Mrs. Odessa DickATHLETES FETED -Two ars Lloyd Williams, Mem- President J. H. White: James Chong Story." John McIntire is
record number.
1955 with a dozen teams. Besen, Mrs. Helen Tarpley, Mrs
Memphians were honored re- phis All Conference Basket- Graham, Memphis, All Con- Chris Hale, Frank McGrath is chell rd.
"In 1961, more Negro boys fore that time, baseball for
cently at the All Sports Ban- ball; Sterline S1a yd• n, ference Basketball and Bob- Charley Wooster and Terry Tee off time, 7:30 a.m., 36 Florence M. Scott and Lil. Go
will be playing organized base- colored youngsters was mainly
ing along also were Harvey
quet held at Mississippi Vo- Clarksville, football; Otaill11- by Joe Lewis, Hartsville, Wilson is Bill Hawks, assistant holes, four flights and a
senior Smith, Cleophus Hudson,
ball in the Memphis area thamstickball in the streets. Since
W. R
cational college. From lett da Lane, Franklin, football: football.
wagonmaster. Story written flight
for
men,
two
flights
for
ever before," said Bert Fergu-11955, WDIA
has supplied
Weddle and Hank Jackson.
by Terry Wilson.
junflights
son, WDIA station manager. thousands of uniforms, bats
for
ladies and two
and candid comment on such so" an intricate mechanical 8 p.m., Kraft Mystery Thee- iors. Three trophies in each All were smiles and tallt
REC COOPERATED
and balls.
about the trophies won by Mrs
subjects as President John F. brain used by crooks to plodtre. PREMIERE of a new series flight. Entries are now
Memphis baseball activity by Managers for WDIA teams
being Kathleen Johnson and Mn.
crimes, so perfect, so complex, of mystery films, produced in accepted and all are
philosopolifical
Kennedy,
the
is
in cooperation come from the ranks of church
the station
invited to Mary Dell Lewellyn. The Mem
phy and the practical record of that the police, and even Su- England and never before seen play or join the gallery.
with the Recreation Depart- deacons, Government workers
phis delegation was a bit sat)
on any American medium.
t h e Kennedy administration perman are baffled.
ment of the Park Commission, truck drivers, teachers, and
Frank Gallop is host for the Out of town golf tourna- when the likeable Aubrey
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 14
and the meetings in Europe of 10:30 to 11:00,
E. T. Hunt, assistant director others.
many
attracted
Memments
Pierce missed
trophy by one
President Kennedy with Presi- THE ROY ROGERS SHOW, summer series.
of municipal sports, is charged Churches, schools and hous- 6:30 to 7:30
phians last week. Taking to the stroke.
starring Jer- dent Charles De Gaulle of starring Roy Rogers with Dale The opening story, "The Pro- rhoeadHto
RUN,
MALIBU
with supervision.
14sles
wer
toward
ilivs
,
j
eaW
mi
e
ls
Dootor,,,
ing developments are among
NEXT WEEK: "Our GO
fessionals," stars William LucThe Park Commission as- the groups that supply "boy- emy Slate and Ron Ely. A girl France, Premier Nikita S. Evans and Pat Brady. 'The
Robert (Bubba) J
expert safecracker;
who dates Larry as a result be- Khrushchev of the U.S.S.R. and Double-Crosser" - while inEdwards,
Joe
Lewis
signs diamonds, handles ached- power" for WDIA teams.
and
Albert er.
S
astraatfsordan Johns, the master•
uling and supplies umpires. Mr. Hunt credits the radio comes the kidnap hostage of a Prime Minister Harold Mac- vestigating a supposed land mind of a group of bank robdeal, Roy uncovers a blackMarion Hale, Recreation De- station's baseball organization desperate prison escapee whce millan of Great Britain.
7 p.m., Dangerous Robin. Af- 5 p.m., Rhodes Show. Dc4
mail plot against the Mayor of bers; and Colette Wilde as the ter
10:10 to 11:45,
partment superintendent, said with doing much to head off seeks refuge in a storm-lashed
his valuable Stradivarius: and Dusty Rhodes open
the
Pacific Coast lighthouse. Lahr LATE MOVIE, "Centennial Eagle Rock, who dies proving woman in the case. The expert
violin
that, in addition to champion- juvenile delinquency.
is stolen, a concert ar-' show with "You All Come.'
delays his marriage to share
and Mike face the fury of the Summer" with Jeanne Crain, his innocence.
tist
ship trophies, his department only one of the station's goodfiles
an
in
one
last bank robbery, supinsurance claim Butch and Dusty team witi
storm to rescue her.
Cornet Wilde, Linda Darnell, 11:00 to 11:30,
and is paid. Robin Scott is sent "San Antonio
this year will also award team WDIA's baseball program is
posedly a perfect crime.
Rose." and t h e
sportsmanship trophies as large will activities. In sports, it also 7:30 to 8:00,
l William Eythe, Walter Bren- SKY KING, co-starring Kirby 9:30 p.m., Manhunt. Found to clear up the details. He is three children (Gordon, Dons
as the championship trophies, makes annual awards to out- DANGER MAN, starring Pa- nan, Constance Bennett and Grant and Gloria Winters, on the body of an artist, murd- captured by hoodlums and a na. and Sandra Rhodes) sing
plane Dorothy Gish. The adventures "Sleight of Hand" - Young ered at the zoo, are a map and double-crossing manager, but "Thirty
WDIA will do the same thing standing prep football players. trick McGoohan. When a ----Pieces of Silver."
•
in their Shelby County League, Its $40,000 contribution made crashes off the shore of Sicily and misadventures of a Phil- Davey saves the day after he five caricatures. This person- sets a trap to recover both the 6:30 p.m., Bonanza, color.
steal
mail bags adelphia family and a dashing and Sky fly into a trap and al rogue's gallery provides the violin and the insurance money.
Mr. Ferguson announced. The it possible for Memphis to have and bandits
Ben Cooper guest stars in
county league is operated by a haven for dependent Negro and a diplomatic pouch from it, Frenchman during the Centen- find themselves captured by clues as the police solve the Rick Jason plays Robin Scott. "Showdown." Playing the role
gamblers who threaten to kill ease of "The Dead Gazelle." 7:30 p.m., Five Star Jubilee, of a young bank robber, he gets
a board of directors, mainly children-Goodwill Homes for John Drake is summoned to nial Exposition of 1876.
the Italian island to recover
Victor Jory plays Lt. Finucane color.
them.
a job on the Cartwright ranch,
teachers and principal of Wood- Children.
the pouch, in 'The Brothers." FRIDAY, JUNE 18
and Patrick McVey, the police
11:55 to 3:30 p.m.,
J. Roddy, principal of Wood- Two WDIA buses transport
8 p.m., The Lawless Years. hoping to prevent the sheriff
a.m.,
8:00
7:00
to
reporter
whose hunch endang- The story of
stock School, is chairman,
crippled
to Keel 8:00 to 8:30,
children
"Louy K" con- from finding the accomplices,
GOOD MORNING FROM
ers his life.
tinues tonight, with Paul Rich- the feared Pardo gang. Lorne
In Mississippi, WDIA has school. WDIA also stages two A N G E L, co-starring Angie MEMPHIS, with Russ Hodge WEEK, The Cleveland Indians,
June IS
teams in Bruce, Clarksdale, charity shows yearly, supplies Farge and Marshall Thompson. and Kitty Kelly and guests: off to a fine start in this year's
ards in the title role. The gang- Greene pays Ben Cartwright,
e ster admits to the police
Holly Springs, Mt. Pleasant, scholarships, makes loans to Angel takes over friend Erika's Jesse Hill Ford with his new American League pennant race, 6:30 p.m., Outlaws. "The
and the leader of the clan.
Fortune
Stone"
job
as
a
is
a precious Detective Barney
cigarette girl but adds
Kosciusko, Oxford, Sardis, and young -farmers, and conducts an
Ruditsky 7:30 p.m., The Tall Man.
book, "Mountains of Gilead." take on the Baltimore Orioles gem which a jeweler
tosses
her
on
own
unique
French touches,regarded as a strong
that he has organized the un- Marshall Pat Garrett and Billy
Crenshaw.
anuual spelling
bee. Thru
contender: the road when the
Also Commander Anderson of
stagecoach
in "Promise to a Friend."
the Kid are at the mercy of a
7.ITY 'CAME THROUGH'
"missing persons" broadcasts,
in Dizzy Dean and Pee Wee Reese is robbed. It is handled by ten derworld into a syndicate, but
Navy
with
exhibits,
the
man
that he intends to operate com- grieving father, whose son N
D. 0. Whittaker, longtime the station has reunited hun- 8:30 to 9:00, Cullen,Henryspace suit, and the "shooting Municipal Stadium, Cleveland,
including
t
e
ox
t
c
hr
on
ee
pletely within the law. After killed by Pat during a hold
manager in WDIA play, is now dreds of families separated by I'VE GOT A SECRET, with stars" Navy parachuters. Fea- cover the play-by-play from yPeicotp,laend
gdeaath
n
Garry Moore, host and emcee;
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